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COUNTRY REPORT (SUMMARY) 

Regional Development Foundation 

Sofia, Bulgaria 

 

INTRODUCTION  
 
Framework and objectives  
 
In Bulgaria, according to the objectives of IRENE project, we conducted 10 semi-structured 
interviews and questionnaires, over three months period – from March to May 2021, with 10 people 
teaching religion in various forms and conditions so that we could fully represent in short, the whole 
complexity, all basic deficits and accomplishments of local situation in the field of religious 
education. Interviewees came from one of our extended informal recent research teams of Faculty of 
Theology, consisting through the last three decades in more than a dozen of  highly innovative and 
responsible people, analysing theoretical issues, and being also actively involved in organisation, 
providing, or conducting practical initiatives of teaching religion at all available in Bulgaria levels 
and places, in a variety of forms, methods, invented emergently in order to compensate for actually 
unregulated and informal educational activity. Therefore among our informants are recent Bulgarian 
Eastern Orthodox Christian theologians with sustainable long-term experience and successful 
religious research and pedagogical practice – associate professor, assistant professor, two university 
teaching assistants – PhD candidate – special pedagogue, and PhD student – director of parish centre, 
PhD student – kindergarten musical pedagogue, two prospective PhD students – linguistic pedagogue 
and primary teacher, and three other colleagues, two of which – with adequate research experience in 
PhD programs, working for some periods as college, school, and kindergarten teachers. All 
interviewees are religious education experts in their field, successful in teaching religion part time, 
additionally to their other basic profession; four of them had also been regular full-time religion 
teachers for some periods, one of them permanently for whole his career and three others – for 5 or 
less years in the past.  
 
Research methodology  
 
Respondents were enough qualified and close to our research to be able to effectively respond the 
questions. Most of them were contacted directly to be asked the questions, and to be stimulated to 
respond better and quicker: three of them were asked by phone and online, and only two – face to 
face – at parish centre and faculty, although we communicate with them actively from distance too. 
Three of the forms of contact interviews were directly filled out, and two – transcribed from audio 
recording, and in those cases the collection and analysis of the data was supported by PhD student 
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and by a volunteer professional research associate and teacher. The associate professor, the PhD 
student and the researcher are experienced in project design and management, in youth church 
activities, religion teaching, and qualitative research procedures for many years.  
Colleagues were happy to give and take interviews about religious education in Bulgaria although 
they discussed that unfortunately it is underdeveloped and socially invisible educational and spiritual 
opportunity yet. Interviewees generally liked most the questions about the way they recently work 
and communicate, and they liked least the questions about regional and students’ class ethnic 
composition and affiliation. And they were proud to describe their kind of occupation as well as 
qualification, which locally is quite high for their actual positions and duties. Teachers were also 
willing to identify better religious students and their interests, attitudes, achievements and 
performance. In regard of teaching materials and qualification opportunities, the personalities, cases, 
answers and examples of theologians-teachers were more than sufficient for this field analysis, and 
to support the project objectives, planned activities, and general impact. Interviewers asked 
interviewees to respond to more detailed questions as thoroughly, as possible, and they specified 
further the information that was not quite detailed, so that the final result would provide enough data, 
concentrated and useful for the study and individual opinion be well reported, without revealing too 
far any personal profiles that do not remain close to typical religion teacher.  
 
SECTION I.  THE PROFILES OF THE INTRVIEWEES AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL 
BACKGROUND  

Analysis of I interviews (Questions No 1 – No 19) 

In this first chapter of this analysis, yet before proceeding to the context of particular 
professional occupation of interviewees, they were asked to give as some basic data that are expected 
to support further and more in-depth characterisation of their personalities, expertise, and experience 
(Questions No 0 – No 11, and Questions No 12 – 19). Since we know teachers and their work and 
research very well, our concern was to remain neutral to the data we collect, and try to achieve even 
better understanding of their background, remaining at the same time able to make complex 
interrelations between facts and personal appearance. Therefore, we often asked our respondents to 
reflect further on points we would like to make clearer. 

0. Gender correlation of interviewees is similar to general situation in the field of preschool and 
primary education and teaching religion, where mainly women educate children, especially at 
kindergarten, and primary school levels, where man-teachers are rare and statistically unimportant 
exception, though good professionals, well-accepted by children. At middle and high schools there is 
higher percentage of man-teachers, and if religion was more popular to gain status of separate subjects 
to be taught to youth, than just as part of several regular subjects as philosophy and literature, and 
history, men, priest and wives of priests would be more likely teachers. Eastern Orthodox Christian 
theology is recent main and dominant form of education in religious studies and qualification for 
teaching religion in Bulgaria. Regulated gender relation of 60%:40% male to female students at 
academic level in about 5 university units, and 100% male at two high schools (who usually become 
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higher students, even if they have been trained as part time students in the “parallel courses”) is natural 
in regard of vocational clerical training. Therefore recent situation among religion teachers, including 
MA programs, is in between the two described feminised pedagogical (>90% f: <10 m students) and 
masculinised theological professional spheres, so to say, 65% f to 35% m participation.  

There is some considerable male presence among religion teachers, especially where priests, 
preachers, catechists, pilgrim guides, singers, or icon painters and carvers teach children or adults in 
churches or schools. Having in mind that in preschool and primary pedagogical sphere male-teacher 
percentage is lower than 10%, and at middle and high school teaching staff is becoming gradually 
more balanced as in university level, our measured in questionnaires representation of 10% male vs. 
90% female religion teachers correlation is more than general and adequate reflection of real situation 
in education system. Working together with colleagues from our faculty, we also have in mind 
favourable situation in our Department of Practical Theology, where we attain 50%:50% gender 
balance, although most of the clerics and half of church-officers among our colleagues in the whole 
Faculty of Theology teach practical theology. Gender equity in the department in last 5 years is 
increasing mostly thanks to our pedagogical university teaching staff, because in our speciality the 
balance used to be between 2 m:0 f, and 1 m:1 f, but 2:5, if we include lecturers who are also 
practitioners, i.e. religion teachers. That university situation is observed in condition of 
approximately 20 m: 10 f, regular or guest university teachers, 5 clergy, and 10 from 30 colleagues 
actively involved in some kind of clerical service; with quest university teachers among whole variety 
of students at diferent levels and special programs, we have more balanced gender parameter close to 
equity. 
 

Table No 1. Introductory information about the group of respondents.  
 

 R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 Gender F M 
1 Age 34 50 43 62 60 37 50 49 
- Year 1987 1971 1978 1959 1961 1984 1971 1971 
2 Experience 5 20 23intr 9 18intr 5 25-1 11(4ft) 23intr-7 25 
- Age Start 29 30 <27 41 <25 57 34 26 27 24 

 
1. Regarding the age, profiles of our interviewees reflect in the same way general Bulgarian 

teachers’ subculture, where people are generally close to retirement, but most of them are a more than 
a decade far from the end of their career. Moreover, there is traditionally no age limit for BA, MA or 
PhD students in theological sector, long before university reform had overcome age discrimination. 
Since our faculty regained its university status from its first three decades, and after 40 decades being 
academy, and since new theological units were developed in other eparchies of Bulgarian diocese, 
students who became priests were increasing gradually, but teachers are still not given real job 
opportunity. Still, theologians wishing to teach are far more than those inclined to take (Bg.: give) 
monastic vows or willing and capable to be ordained priests, therefore university specialty was 
recently given special protected status, without regard of accreditation and general students’ tuition 
fees. Although questionnaire-interview did not imply year of birth or graduations, the described 
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manner of gathering team for interviewing involved several generations: 20 % in their 30s (born in 
1980s and studied in 2000s or 2010s), 40s (born in 70s, and studied in 1990s and 2000s), or 60s (born 
in 50s and 60s, but studied also in 1990s and 2000s), and 40% in their 50s, born in 1971, and studied 
approximately at the same time, first after returning of Theological Academy as faculty in Sofia 
University, and first to have started teaching religion confessionally 
 

2. Asked “how long you teach religion” (for how many years, not since when) some 
interviewees share that they had interruptions in their career development, and their answers in time 
and duration of their occupation (if any) or part time job are not the same. Since their education, 
qualification, training, and work opportunities and experience usually did not coincide, and their 
teaching practice was not consistent on everyday or even in yearly basis, and therefore many of the 
teachers combined two occupations, and (especially in small towns), theologians taught at church, 
school, and several other places, further research should specify better their profiles, including 
information about the approximate number of taught children, their group composition, and specific 
methods applied, according to various conditions. In 20% of the cases the experience is not related to 
age or graduation (Table No 1), because teachers are professionals in another field far from theology. 
60% of the teachers have about 20-year experience well related to their age; from 20% with close to 
10-year experience, and 20% with close to 5-year experience, halves of the cases are related or 
unrelated to age and time of graduation. And in 10% teacher is from the elder generation, had 
graduated relevantly late, but still her experience is about 25 years (Informant No 7).  
 
3. Background of teachers is defined by what degree they hold: 10% BA:30% MA (20% prospective 
PhD students):20%PhD:20% PhD candidates:20%PhD(MA+) students (recent and past), 20% 
without BA in theology, and previous or subsequent other vocational study, special high or college.  

 
Involvement of graduates from seminaries in teaching catechetics at church or public schools and 
kindergartens is not a considered practice in Bulgaria, as well as seminary education is not available 
for female students, even in cases of nuns, wives and families of priests, or church officers. 
Theological education is either high (regular and shorter – parallel courses for male students, 
including clergy) or higher – regular or part time, and sometimes priest or singers could actually teach 
in their parishes and monasteries, yet before graduation. Therefore, most of our respondents do not 
specify their high education, and only some of them 20% hold BA and MA in theology separately, 
10% BA in Theology, and 10% in other field, because most of the respondents had just graduated in 
theology as higher education. Generally part of theologians enrolled in RE MA program joint with 
Education and Social Work University Department, come with another background, and part choose 
RE field after BA in theology and work on various educational projects. Therefore, unlike former 
generations, new students really intend to teach both at schools and churches, and to participate in 
liturgical life and become clergy. Colleagues actively involved in doctoral program in RE, or have 
previous such research experience, at the same time keep teaching religious subjects, and continue to 
improve their skills in various forms.   
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4. Asking teachers to describe in detail their specialities, we have in mind that in religious field in 
Bulgaria experts are usually over educated and qualified, than they actually have opportunities to 
practice full time. Most of teachers who like to reflect and share research and experience, notice that 
labour marked in their field is quite competitive and disintegrative. While they hope that IRENE 
Project will raise the awareness of such pat local situation, they were also glad that their qualification 
had gained support and will probably attract subsidies to completion of teaching materials they need 
too much, and to financing more classes on innovative programs. Our respondents are 100% 
graduated theologians, our alumni, 10% PR, 20% historians, 10% musical pedagogues, 10% religious 
surdopedagogues and language translators, 10% geographers and guides, 10% language teachers, 
40% only theologians with various qualifications (including MA) in church social work and education 
(Table No 3).  More precisely, Informant No 1 holds ВA in PR, MA in T (RE), and MA in linguistic 
aspects of FLT; Informant No 2 is PhD in T; Informant No 3 
is MA in T&E, Psc&Pr P, and MA in European History from CEU; Informant No 4 is BA in MP, 
MA in Management&PR in Music Arts, MA in T&E, and PhD candidate; Informant No 5 is BA in 
T, and MA in RE, qualified sign language translator and PhD candidate; Informant No 6 had 
graduated Medical College, and holds BA in T&E; Informant No 7 is MA in T&E, and in Primary 
Education; Informant No 8 is BA in T, MA in Social Pedagogics, and PhD student; Informant No 9 
is MA in T and МА in Geography of Tourism; Informant No 10 is MA in T&H, and PhD in Practical 
Theology). Recently defining MA in Theology, colleagues have to specify if it is their first graduation 
or second specialty, and if their BA is also in theology.  
 

5. Actual recent affiliation of our informants gave us most complex data from all questions 
(Table No 2), because teachers are usually inclined to discuss their previous experience as 
professionally valuable and adequate to their recent duties and position. Church non-governmental 
organisations in Bulgaria are not yet too many, and parish centres gradually gain support from private 
foundations or other organisations. Sunday school is traditional term for church school in the past, 
when it meant to teach children Bulgarian literacy and basic social skills as maths, and migrant school 
abroad that are recently organised with various kind of support as educational institutions teaching 
regular subjects and native culture in mother tongue. Sunday schools in churches and monasteries are 
diferent form those two models, sometimes their activities do not occur on weekends, but at some 
places they take art in historical buildings of cell schools form the period of Bulgarian National 
Revival, even if those spaces are quite patrimonialised and museified. Traditional and also historical 
independent local cultural houses (Bg.: reading places), as one more organisational and special option 
to resocialise some forms of religious education, not always hold NGO as Public Centre of Support 
of Personal Development (PCSPD, Bg.: OCPLR), and in such cases they do not strictly follow 
prohibition of religious activity there (as in secular/civic educational space).  

Therefore in Bulgaria 50% of religion teachers are recently affiliated in church organisations 
(30% Parish Centre with Foundation, which means that only 20% teach directly in church, or church 
NGO is private, but they do not specify that), 10% in private Orthodox NGO, 30% in kindergarten 
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(20% in public, and 10% in private), 20% in primary or middle schools +10% in private, 20% in 
high schools, 10% in vocational schools (in our cases it is not in seminaries, bout otherwise it can be 
same percentage), 40% in universities or higher schools, 30% are working also at (re)gualification 
or further (continuous) education units (20% in public, and 10% in private sector), also 30% work 
for civic social organisations (in 20% private, and 20% public);  10% of religion teachers are only 
freelance in private sector, one of which in a private tour operator enterprise. Since in some cases 
workplaces (about 30 for 10 people) overlap or are not well defined, overall score is approximately 
30, 1/3 from which are private, and same part or more are closely related to religious communities. 
Religion teachers are generally inclined to point out their previous occupations and affiliations, and 
they had probably included or excluded some of them in their answers, and only 30% of teachers 
meanwhile insist on specifying exactly and proudly (10% in other questions) the name of their 
workplace (public kindergarten and primary school), though in an anonymous questionnaire-
interview (Table No 2, and No 3 that could give even more outcomes). 
 

Table No 2. Additional information on Question No 5. – diverse affiliation of teachers. 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score 

 Organisation Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr Pc Pr 
1 Church, Church Organisation/NGO, Sunday School or similar 

(PCSPD/Traditional “Reading Places”) 
x  х х     x    х  x      5 1 

2 Primary/Middle School           X    x x     2 1 
3 High School             х  x      3  
4 Professional/Vocational School                 х    1  
5 University/Higher School   х      х      x    X  4  
6 (Re)Qualification or Further Education (ContE) Organisation               x   х x  2 1 
7 Civic Social Organisation    х     x           x 1 2 
8 Other (Please, specify!)  Public Kindergarten       X      x   x     2 1 

 1 Parish Centre with Foundation    х      х    х        3  

 Tour Operator                  х    1 

 Freelance      х                1 

 Score: 31                     23 8 

 
Table No 3. Compared data on teachers:  professional, religious, and regional. 

 
Q R: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 Experience 5 20 23intr 9 18intr 5 25-1 11(4ft) 23intr-7 25 
3 Degree 20% MA 20% PhD 50% MA+ 10% BA 20% MA 50% MA+ 20% PhD 
4 Field PR,RE,ELT T T,P,H T, Mc T, RE Md, RE T,P,PP T, SP  Т, GT T, H 
5 Institution Church ChChoUSo - PblKGart ChPblOrg PblPrS Ch PrS Kg CPHSQCSO CSOPfS U Q CSO 
6 ChurchAfil Laywomen Layman 
Prs
ch
7 

Occupation/ 
Profession/ 

Position 

FaithTeacher
 

University 
and Parish 
Teacher 

Freelance 
Religion 
Teacher 

PrimaryT 
BiblicalT 
Catechist 

Leader of 
RehCamp 
SignTran 

Guest 
Lecturer 

RChrOrth 

Parish and 
Primary 
Teacher 

Catechist 
SocTrainr 
UTAssist 

Lecturer 
Trainer 
TGuide 

Associate 
Prof Ho Ca 
Vice Dean 

8a Religion Christianity 
8b Confession Eastern Orthodox Christianity  
9 Place  SC Sofia – Capital City All Sofia – Capital City BC SCC 
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6. Church confessional religious occupation and belonging of our interviewees, according to 
the questionnaire-interview is defined by their position of lay people. Recently they are not actually 
obliged to be religious or baptised in specific confession, neither priests are prohibited from becoming 
school teachers. Still, although formally they are not clergy (as for example monks and nuns at the 
stage of novices), actually theologians, teachers, university professors, as well as subdeacons, 
preachers, readers, choir conductors, singers, icon-painters, carvers, calligraphers, embroiders, etc. 
and non-liturgical church staff as donators, members of parish councils, pilgrim guides, builders, and 
last, but not least, wives of priests, and to some extent, their family, cannonically  belong to category 
of church officers (Informant No 8, Chart No 1), which accordingly have to be included in such 
surveys, and along interviewing, and other of our respondents implied or were about to mentioned it, 
referring to their devotion, mission, and vocational occupation. 
 

Chart No 1. Interrelations among groups of diferent categories of church members and society.  
 

      
 
7. Concerning their position and profession at their workplace (where they teach religion), 

teachers’ answers vary as much as, when they describe subjects they teach (Question No 20), having 
in mind that in Bulgaria it is common that theologians teach comparative religion (according to 
Guiding Principles of Toledo, which allow such option according to local cultural conditions. And 
level of general knowledge):  

o 1. Confessional Teacher (Bg. Faith Teacher) 
o 2. Teacher, Assistant Professor, Catechist, Religion Trainer 
o 3. Freelance Religion Teacher  
o 4. Preschool Religion Teacher 
o 5. Leader of Rehabilitation Summer Camps for Children and Youth with Hearing Deficits, 

Trainer in Sign Translation  
o 6. External/Guest Primary School Lecturer on “Religion – Christianity – Orthodoxy” 
o 7. Primary Teacher, Kindergarten Teacher, Religion Teacher, Biblical Teacher, Parish 

Catechist  

Society

Believers

Church Staff

Family/

Monastery 

Clergy

Synod
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o 8. Parish Teacher, Catechist, Social Trainer, University Teaching Assistant in Church 
Education 

o 9. Lecturer, Trainer, and Guide in Cultural Tourism and Pilgrimage 
o 10. Associate Professor in Homiletics and Catechetics, Trainer in Church Social Work, Vice 

Dean  
 

Table No 4. Compared answers of respondents to Questions No 0. – No 19. 
 

 R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7 Occupation/ 

Profession/ 
Position 

FaithTeacher
 

University 
and Parish 
Teacher 

Freelance 
Religion 
Teacher 

Preschool 
religion 
teacher 

Leader of 
RehCamp 
SignTran 

Guest 
Lecturer 

RChrOrth 

Parish Cat 
Prsc&Prm 
Teacher 

Catechist 
SocTrainer 
UTAssist 

Lecturer 
Trainer 
TGuide 

Associate 
Prof Ho Ca 
Vice Dean 

8a Religion                                                                                  Christianity                                                              * 
8b Confession Eastern Orthodox Christianity  
 Term O О EOC OC OC O OC O O O 
9 Place  Small Town Sofia – Capital City All Sofia – Capital City  BCity Sofia CC 
10 NatEthnicR 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

 11 ReligRegion 2 2 SCity 
 

2 3 1 1 
12 EthnStud 1 1 

 
1 2hs 1hs 

13 ReligStud 2  2 2 
14 Lessons Group I Group 
15 RelAfSt 1. O 1. Chr 1. OC 4. Christ 2. O 1. O 1.*O 2. О 1. O 
16 AgeStud <25 >25 <>25 <25 <>25 <25 <>25 
17 StudRelKn 2. W 1. VW 5. HS 2. W 1. VW 2.W 5. HS* 
18 Sts’Attitude/ 

Expectations 
WGatitude PosIntKnowl

ChurchLife 
InformIde
ntAttitude 

FacsBored/A
cceptHsay 

Interest/Q
ualofLife 

Positive/K
nowledge 

Interest/In
sprImpr 

LiveF 
Socialis 

BigGenCult 
IdentPatrF 

SpVocation/
InstLifeFaith

19 Someth to add No - NonConf I think, No SpNeeds No PRofRE Not AvailbStatData CompPersp 

 
8A. Asked about their general religious belonging/confession, 90% of teachers chose Point No 

1. Christianity, and 10% – Spirituality, but not religiousness (Informant No 9) wishing to define 
independent belief or secular lifestyle rather than confession and belonging, and further specifying in 
Question 8B “Orthodoxy” meaning traditional (not active) affiliation to Eastern Orthodox Christian. 
Belonging is usually more clearly expressed in case of occupation of people working close to church, 
and theologians are usually trained (accustomed to self-identifying) to be clear and explicit, when 
they specify their religious affiliation in standard way. On that question there are 0% answers: 2. 
Islam, 4. Without religion, 5. Agnosticism, 6. Atheist or denying (existence of) God or the 
supernatural (world), 7. Something else: Please specify! or 8. I do not know, although in regard of 
human rights, there is always considerable option of undeclared diversity, i. e, people working for 
churches, but not being religious, or religious, but not actually socialised (Chart No 1). Teachers 
having chosen point No 1. Christianity, are asked to specify their confession further, and usually they 
mean Eastern Orthodox Christianity (which in Bulgaria, sociologically and statistically does not 
imply regular church liturgical attendance, donation, or clearly set traditional worldview or lifestyle). 
Therefore only 10% use the considered term Eastern Orthodox Christianity, that is understood 
globally (Table No 4), 30% define their confessional belonging (often perceived practically as ethnic 
or national) as Orthodox Christianity, and 60 % reply just Orthodoxy. Almost same expression 
reappears in Question 15, while teachers define students’ religious affiliation (Table No 4) in several 
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group religious compositions, as 10% Orthodox Christianity, 20% Christianity, and 70 % Orthodox, 
10% of which additionally make key point, that students’ affiliation is a process of realisation of 
one of the main objectives of religious education, instruction,  training, or socialisation (Informant 
8).. 
 

9. Regional characteristics of teaching context is 70% Sofia, capital city of Bulgaria, 10 % big 
city, which is not the capital (Informant No 9, the religious geographer), 10% smaller town (Informant 
No 1), which is not regional or eparchial centre, and 10% teaching in all contexts (Informant No 5, 
who is religious surdopedagogue, prominent Bulgarian trainer and sign translators): Big city, Smaller 
town, Village, or Rural area (sparsely populated). Along the questions discussing ethnic or religious 
regional composition or students’ belonging, 10% of the teachers (Informant No 3) mention that in 
previous periods they had observed higher percentage of diversity in only some of the 
schools/kindergartens of several of the districts of capital city, where minorities or immigrants live 
traditionally and in relation to their occupation and subcultures.  
 
Characteristics of teaching background of interviewees (Questions 12 – 18) 
 

10.&12. National/ethnic composition of region of teaching 40% and groups of students in the 
last 5 years, 50% is defined as more than 80% homogenous (Point 1.). That is natural proportion if 
theologians teach basically only 1 ethnos, not experiencing segregated or regionally located 
dominating minorities, which is often the case of some target groups of educational projects in the 
field of religion that aim also social inclusion. So only 40% of teachers work in 60% – 80% 
homogenous environment, and they teach only 50% homogenous classroom, at least as far as they 
are aware, because any attempt at informal statistics on teachers’ site may be discriminative.  

In Questions 10 – 12 teachers specify how they observe their national/ethic environment and 
students’ belonging. 

On Question No 10 about the national/ethnic composition of the region (town, village, rural 
region):  
o Point No 1. Primarily in the (homogenous) region predominates one basic ethnos (>80% of local 

population belongs to one and the same ethnic group) – 40%  
o Point No 2. Besides basic ethnic group (60% – 80%), other groups (20% – 40%) also predominate 

– 60% 
o Point No 3. Multicultural region (>50% of local populations belongs to ethnic groups diferent from 

basic one in the country) – 0% 
o Point No 4. I do not know – 0% 

On Question No 12 about students’ ethnic composition in last 5 years, about which there is 
20% uncertainty among respondents:  

o 1. Predominantly from one ethnos (monoethnic) – 50% 
o 2. Predominantly from one, but sometimes there were students form diferent ethnic groups –

40% 
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o 3. Predominantly from many ethnoses – 10% 
o 4. It is hard to say is only added to answers in 10 % to Point 1. , and in 10% to Point 2. 

 

11, 13&15. Table No 4 shows how teachers tried to define their recent observations on religious 
composition of their regions, students’ confession and church affiliation. But they had not usually 
collected statistical data, which exist and can be applied in our research (Informant 9). Although all 
interviewees complied that these questions have been the most difficult, complex, and long for them, 
after those concerning ethnic diversity of environment and students (All informants), no one of 
respondents replied “It is hard to say” (Questions No 15, Point 6, and No 13, Point 5) or “I do not 
know” (Questions No 11, Point 4). While homogeneity of regional religious composition is 30%, 
and of students’ group religious composition is 40%, in students’ affiliation it is 70%, which means 
that there is visible social balance, and classes are rather specialised, than general education, that 
could become regular (meaning that not many students are inclined to joint strictly confessional 
classes of others, or only dominant groups are more interested in more general religious matters and 
studies, which is not usually the case. If only notions of religion, confession, and 
church/community were not so intertwined in local general knowledge, those results could be 
diversified correctly.   
Nevertheless: 
On Question No 11 about the religious composition of the region:  

o 1. Homogenous region (predominant population of one religion/confession >90%) – 30% 
o 2. One basic religion/confession (60 – 80%), and other well represented minor (20 – 40%) – 

60% 
o 3. Multireligious region (population of various non-dominant religions/confessions) – 10% 
o 4. I do not know – 0% 

On Questions No 13 about the religious composition of the students in last 5 years:  
o 1. Predominantly of one religion/confession – 40 %  
o 2. Predominantly of one, but also some students belonging to other religion/confession –  50%  
o 3. Predominantly multireligious/multiconfessional students – 10% (from mixed families or 

identity) 
o 4. Predominantly unreligious – 0% 
o Point 5. It is hard to say – 0% 

 In Question 15 teachers are asked in only one answer to define religious belonging of their 
students in last 5 years, in a manner similar as in Questions No 8A, and No 8B: 
o 1. Almost all see themselves as belonging to specific religion – 70%, 50% defining it as 

Orthodox(y) (Informants No 1, No 2, No 7, No 8, and No 10), 10% as Orthodox 
Christian(ity) (Informant No 4), and 10% as Christian(ity) (Informant No 3).   

o 2. Predominant students identifying themselves as belonging to specific religion, but some of 
them do not – 20% Orthodox(y) (Informant No 6, and No 9); 

o 3. Approximately half of students belong to specific religion, and half do not belong to any – 
0%.  
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o 4. Most students do not belong to specific religion, but only some have religious belonging – 
10% Christian(ity) (Informant No 5); 

o 5. More students do not belong to any religion – 0%.  
o 6. It is hard to say – 0%. 

and if occasionally they are aware, to specify further exact religious affiliation in question (In Points 
1. – 4.) 

Informant No 8 specified that in Point 1. (Almost all see themselves as belonging to specific 
religion – 70%) Orthodoxy is the goal of confessional religious education, but still she marked Point 
2 . (Predominant students identifying themselves as belonging to specific religion, but some of them 
do not – 20%), explaining that along parochial religious education people gradually integrate in 
church community, and become Orthodox themselves (although we were interested, we did not ask 
her further about any degree or methods of evaluation of inclusion, adoption of belief, faith, 
confession, of ethos, lifestyle, etc.).   

Informant No 10 added to his answer that declaration of EOC confession by requirement of 
Baptism certificate and by recommendation from bishop is not application or graduation requirement 
for in Faculty of Theology of Sofia University (not officially named Orthodox faculty, even though 
inhabiting synodal building) any more (not only nominally).  
 

14&16. Between 2016 and 2021 most of the informants 90% teach in group manner, with the 
exception of one (10%), who is working individually; 50% <25 children and youth, 10% >25 adults, 
and 40% equally from both groups <> 25, and 0% had answered “it is hard to say”, or referred to 
mixed groups (collegial, parent or grandparent and children presence together, in church school or 
occasionally in public schools) or lack of exact data that they do not usually collect about their 
students (Informant No 8, Question No 19, Table No 4 and No 5). As we could see from most of the 
interviews, more important division is children/youth, i. e. pupils/school students/university students. 
 

17. Teachers generally find difficulty to evaluate the knowledge on religion-related issues, 
acquired by their students from last 5 years, partly because the subject still needs more social 
approval. From formal perspective, religion is not a subject forming general score in the diplomas, 
there is no such evaluation as in regular subjects, neither there is sufficient standard against which to 
judge on students’ development, or just because the envisioned enculturation is of spiritual matter 
and usually it cannot be measured or controlled, either by attendance, or by behavioural changes, 
found in students. Still teachers are optimistic (Table No 4), and respond: 1. Very well 30%, 2. Well 
30%, 3. Predominantly deficient 0%, 4. Very deficient 0%, and 5. Hard to say 40%, from which 10% 
explain that teachers usually do not count or evaluate children (Informant No 8, probably meaning 
church school, but not only), other 10% specify that students vary (Informant No 9), 10 % –  “since 
many of the students come from Sofia Theological Seminary (boys and men), from parishes, church 
families, even from monastic communities, but completely unprepared youth and adults also come” 
(Informant No 10).  
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18. On the Question No 18: Would you, please, specify what is the attitude of your students to 
religious matters and what are their expectations regarding religion (religiousness, faith, spirituality), 
90% of interviewees are very optimistic about their students, and replies are the following: 
1. “The attitude to religious matters is very good.”  
2. “They have positive attitude, and they are interested not only in knowledge about religion, but 
also in participation in church life.” 
3. “Predominantly informational, but also general attitude – about culture, identity and values”.  
4. The attitude is heterogeneous: Part of the children are fascinated by the touch to new knowledge, 
other part are bored and enrolled (only) by the will of their parents. Children accept faith with pure 
hearts, and we sow its seeds in them. It is hard to say what (kind of persons) will grow up from them 
and whether it will develop for the future, because we do not (usually) keep in touch, when they live 
kindergarten.” 
5. “An interest, provoked by expectation of more balanced, calm, and value life.”  
6. “Positive attitude, understanding and acquiring of knowledge necessary at their age of 8 – 13 
years”. 
7. “Sincere interest, perseverance, (expectation of) inspiration, and improvement.” 
8. “Children live their faith and socialise adequately and spontaneously.”  
9. “Expectations are great and generally related to culture, national identity and patriotic feelings.”  
10. “Students’ attitude is part of the whole variety of their spiritual vocation, and their expectations 
are to be empowered to instruct people in their life in faith.”  
 

19. On this optional last question of the first part of the questionnaire-interview 60% of the 
teachers added something more to the previously discussed issues. One of these notes (10%) is about 
(potential or existing) non-confessional purposes, occasions, and motivations for participation in 
religious education (Informant No 3). Asked to explain, colleague defined further her consideration 
as “social necessity of knowledge about the religion of the others”. 10% is the concern about the 
deficit of adapted teaching materials (on religion) for children with special needs (Informant No 5, 
religious surdopedagogue) – one of the most important human rights points in this field study. Other 
basic problem is noticed by 10% (Informant No 7) – the need of competence in public relations and 
such expert support to religious education. 10% (Informant No 8 and No 9) noted that teachers do not 
have any statistics about their students (in optional classes or church schools), which is also key issue 
for Bulgaria, because statistics on local religious education is still not publically available. And 
finally, 10% of interviewees (Informant No 10, university teacher in homiletics and catechetics) find 
that comparative perspective (interreligious, interconfessional, and inter-Orthodox, including 
church Diaspora), although well studied, is unfortunately not publically available and popularised, 
probably, because it would not be in favour of Bulgarian situation or image of religious education, 
and it the same time such scope can change to the better its level and possibly to presence that is not 
adequate to local society yet.  

 
Table No 5. Comparison of most of the results by questions, data, and whole profiles. 
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 R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 Gender F M 
1 Age 34 50 43 62 60 37 50 49 
 Year 1987 1971 1978 1959 1961 1984 1971 1971 
2 Experience 5 20 23intr 9 18intr 5 25-1 11(4ft) 23intr-7 25 
3 Degree 20% MA 20% PhD 50% MA+ 10% BA 20% MA 50% MA+ 20% PhD 
4 Field PR,RE ELT T T,P,H T, Mc T, RE Md, RE T,P,PP T, SP  Т, GT T, H 
5 Institution Church ChChoUSo - PblKGart ChPblOrg PblPrS Ch PrS Kg CPHSQCSO CSOPfS U SCO 
6 ChurchAfil                                                        Laywomen                                        * Layman 
7 Occupation/ 

Profession/ 
Position 

FaithTeacher
 

University 
and Parish 
Teacher 

Freelance 
Religion 
Teacher 

Preschool 
religion 
teacher 

Leader of 
RehCamp 
SignTran 

Guest 
Lecturer 

RChrOrth 

Parish Cat 
Prsc&Prm 
Teacher 

Catechist 
SocTrainer 
UTAssist 

Lecturer 
Trainer 
TGuide 

Associate 
Prof Ho Ca 
Vice Dean 

8a Religion                                                                                  Christianity                                                        * 
8b Confession Eastern Orthodox Christianity  
 Term O О EOC OC OC O OC O O O 
9 Place  Small Town Sofia – Capital City All Sofia – Capital City  City Sofia CC 
10 NatEthnicR 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

 11 ReligRegion 2 2 SCity 2 3 1 1 
12 EthnStud 1 2 SCity 1 

 
1 2hs 1hs 

13 ReligStud 2  2 2 
14 Lessons Group I Group 
15 RelAfSt 1. O 1. Chr 1. OC 4. Christ 2. O 1. O 1.*O 2. О 1. O* 
16 AgeStud <25 >25 <>25 <25 <>25 <25 <>25 
17 StudRelKn 2. W 1. VW 5. HS 2. W 1. VW 2.W 5. HS* 
18 Sts’Attitude/ 

Expectations 
WGatitude PosIntKnowl

ChurchLife 
InformIde
ntAttitude 

FacsBored/A
cceptHsay 

Interest/Q
ualofLife 

Positive/K
nowledge 

Interest/In
sprImpr 

LiveF 
Socialis 

BigGenCult 
IdentPatrF 

SpVocation/
InstLifeFaith

19 Someth to add No - NonConf I think, No SpNeeds No PRofRE Not AvailbStatData Comparative 

 
Table No 5. Comparison of most of the results by questions and profiles. 
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18 Sts’Attitude/ 
Expectations 

WGatitude PosIntKnowl
ChurchLife 

InformIde
ntAttitude 

FacsBored/A
cceptHsay 

Interest/ 
QualLife 

Positive/K
nowledge 

Interest/ 
InsprImpr 

LiveF 
Socialis 

BigGenCult 
IdentPatrF 

SpVocation/
InstLifeFaith

19 Someth to add No - NonConf I think, No SpNeeds No PRofRE Not AvailbStatData Comparat 
20 Course/Subject FaithT 7-11 Cat RelPed ChrPract EOCFaithT Religion R-C-O RCCatBib CatCYt RelPractices HCMTRM 
21 Integr/Separ Separ-Ch Integrated Separately Additional IndivProg Separated ChBas/SchAdd Intgr/Second BA/MACur 
22 PedFreedom FreeBless FreeOblig FreeAdapt Calendar Program/Curriculum Shool/Parish My Program Basic/Add 
23 Objectives/ 

Results 
GenKnowl/ 
ChrisVirt 

Enchurchm GKnTrCul 
RComHr 

FthIntMot 
MoralSymb 

Religion/ 
Confess 

B Concept 
VirtChSs 

General School/ 
Catechism Parish 

GKn&Spec 
EduTourism 

Responcible 
Theologians 

24 WV/Belief Love&care 
G&neighb 

No TrnfCo if 
InfPed 

Christ’s 
Teaching 

Orthodox
Christian 

Orthodox
Worldv 

ClChch/ 
TrCivSch 

Church
RelTol 

SecularInterc
IntegrKnowl 

ChchParish 
TradCivCSo 

25 Subject Optional PersMotiv Optional Parent/Child Opt/Inter Optional Opt/Supp Reprsnt Regular BAR/MAO 
26 Channels Direct On/Ofline HierInst Onl/Instit All I do not Institutnl LvPrsN Admin/PR Institution 
27 Methods - Personaly 

Oriented 
Not intrusive

Not Naïve 
ChidrPartic 

Unplanned
Playing 

Practicing 
Artwork 

ChldrTchr 

Traditional 
Scholastc 

Formal and 
Nonformal 

LessonPlan 

Heuristic 
Brainstrm 
Roundtble
Work, Art 
Competitn 

Traditionl 
IntrConv 

ExposNarr
ConsRepet

Practice 

Textual 
Historical 
Geograph 
Theolog 
Visualis 

Pleasant 
Relaxng 
Joyful 
Social 
Shared 

Nontraditnl 
Contempor 
Dynamic 
Heritage 

Communicat 

Traditional 
Research 
Project 

Insturctive 
Training 

- Examples Moses 10 
Commandm 

Respondent 
as author of 

teaching 
materials 

Intercult 
Eortology 
Projects 
Fasting 

PalmSunday 
FlowrVirtue 
Resurrection 
ArtRealism 

Parables 
Miracles 
RelBoard 
Games 

10Comm 
Ball Play 
BookArt 
LessonPln 

Biblical 
course on 
Travels of 
sApPaul 

Easter 
Eggs 

Charity 
Visits 

EthFieldwrk 
WhGrBlSch 
Animation 
of Scrd Site 

Preaching 
Biblereading 
FaclChapel 
MAprogram 

28 QualifNeed - Online 
Distance 

Education 
Drama 

Transvers 
Intercult* 
Artistic 

Tecnology 

Interactive 
Devices 

SocialPsych 
YouthPsych 

RESpecial
Needs 

Visualise 
HearingD 

Pedagogy 
Education
Mangmnt 

Prayer 

AllEasy 
Practical 
Useful 

Availabl 

IcebrkEnerg 
Med/Motiv 
Teamblding 
Hyg/Disc 

MdiaCom 
TheolLang 
ChchProto 
VR AugR 

My Fields 
Comparativ 
Interdiscipl 
Interculturl 

29 Courses 
attended and 

liked as useful 

REmethods 
REdidactics 
REproblems 
Rteaching 
Rlearning 
ChurchEd 

 NewTopic
ChildLit 
Transver 
ChildPsy 
Interconf 

RENetwrk 

Presentation BoardGms 
SignLangg
ChrPedag 
Homeletic 
RelStuies 
Theology 

I did not Pedagogy
Bibldrama 
Psycholog 
Youthwor 
LivesofSts 
WHistory 

ProjRes 
Present 
Montess 
Rhetoric
Pastoral 
Psychol 

ChurchFolk 
DigitPsychol 
Pilgrimage 
Liturgical 

ArtsExchang
Communicat 

Psychology 
Church Ed 
REedition 
SocialCare 

Digital 
SocCompet 

30  
1 Theology 5 - 5 
2 Pedagogy 5 4 5 
3 Methods 5 - 5 4 5 
4 Psychology 2 5 4 

 
5 4 4 

5 Teamwork 4 4 5 
6 Sociology 3 - 5 3 4 5 
7 Other - - HRts IntDevice SpNds - - - IntExch - 
31  
1 EthnRaceR 4 1 4 5 - 2 3 4 5 

 2 RefMigr 3 5 4 3 4 2 3 
3 SexMinor 4 1 3 - 1 2 
4 LifeCycle 4 5 4 5 4 4 
5 SocCrises 5 
6 Climate 4 3 

3 
4 5 4 5 3 

7 HRights 2 5 4 4 5 
8 RDialogue 3 2 4 3 5 - 5 
9 Other? - - ScrSites EthNatId DsbBioeth - - ChchSCare GlocalHerit All/Theol 
32 My knowledge - - - Sufficient - Myself Gnrl RecentSuffic Local High level 
 More 

knowledge* 
Andragogy - Finance 

Admin 
- Meetings 

Exchange 
- Any MostRecent 

Intercultural 
Exchange Network  

Media close to students 
33 TeachMater Y No/Adults No* No/Kndgrtn No/Games No/Age N/Ch No/OrigAttr Stand/Comp NeverSuffic 
34 Good Method L/Pl RolePl - Professnl Audiovisual Kahhot I h no opp PrayerImprTh L/do Waldorf Presence 
35 DigMethUse Yes 
 WLearnMore “Yes, of course, I would always like to learn more (about) digital methods” 
36 Feedback 

collection 
methods 

Spontaneous 
and by 
clergy 

Questionnair 
at 3phases of 
the courses 

Attend 
reaction 
presence 

Not often at  
preschool 
education 

In person 
and by 
media 

Lesson phases of 
repetition or 
consolidation  

Spontaneous 
and by 
parents 

L results, 
class attitude 
sts’behaviour

Personally 
 attendance 
Fback form   
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37 Smth Else? No - NoOccup/
REsystem 

No RelBoard 
Games 

No Bless/
Vocc 

Personal 
Mission 

More Q? Thank you 
too! 

 

SECTION II. TEACHING METHODS AND GOOD PRACTICES 
  

In the second chapter of this analysis, teaching practice are explored by in-depth interviews 
section (Questions No 20 – No 37). Threfore the analysis continues on a question-by-question, and 
reply-by reply basis, where only part of original information is further interpreted, compared, and 
assumed into tables. Semi-structured interviews give longer texts (we did not just quoted them, 
because our informants are only 10 people, and very representative) going into detail of characteristic 
cases, practices, approaches, examples, views, considerations, remarks, appeals, and other 
experience, where it is difficult to consider more questions together, because indication of 
interviewees matter and Table No 5 provides overall comparison, and other tables represent and add 
to some of its pats, so that reader could be able to bring together the profiles of the informants from  
in Section I with the specific practices teachers had said they use or with their specific need for 
learning materials or qualification.   

 
20. Defining the basic course/subject they teach at the moment of the interview, respondents 

represent interesting variety, as in their occupation (Question No 7, Table No 5): 
Informant No 1 – “Confessional Teaching for Children at the Age of 7-11 Years” 
Informant No 2 – “Catechism, Religious Pedagogics” 
Informant No 3 – “Christian Feasts and Values” 
Informant No 4 – “Eastern Orthodox Christian Confessional Teaching” 
Informant No 5 – “Religion” 
Informant No 6 – “Religion – Christianity – Orthodoxy” 
Informant No 7 – “Religion – Christianity, Biblical Course, Catechism” 
Informant No 8 – “Catechism for Children and Youth”  
Informant No 9 – “Religious Sites, Communities, Values, Traditions, Feasts and Customs” 
Informant No 10 – “Homiletics, Catechetics, Religious Pedagogics, Theological Methods, 
Academic Writing, Religion and Media, Church Social Work”  

Teachers usually name their subject differently (as they and host institution or parents would 
like), because, according to Toledo Guiding Principles, teaching (about) religion/confession is yet to 
be conducted in locally social-cultural acceptable manner. Therefore, local Concept of teaching 
religion, as well as the official name of the school subject matter are enough ambiguous or disguised 
to integrate maximum variety of students and teachers into normal educational processes in most 
diplomatic and balanced way. Still, even in parish or monastery school almost nobody defines 
teaching confession as Divine Law, because traditional archaic term Faith Teaching is used, where 
church characteristics of education is explicit.  

 
21. On the question if their course/subject is taught separately in teaching plan/programme, 

asked also to specify, teachers explain that the subject is usually optional, only in some cases also 
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regular and in the program, and in sometimes even parishes offer many activities to choose, and 
catechism or faith teaching is basic, but often children attend all activities together, while adults 
usually attend only one paid course a year. Informant No 1: “It is separately run: the course is 
organised by parish church” (meaning separately from school). Informant No 2: Part of the curriculum 
of parish centres and of university programs. Informant No 3: “Separately” (although that now 
freelance teacher in the past had worked in many schools, kindergartens, a reading house that held 
parish school and university, where lessons were separated, and most often – integrated in the 
program. Informant No 4: In kindergartens the subject is not part of the preschool program, but a part 
of more or less additional (depending on their participation in the preparations of children celebration 
of thematic and seasonal feasts) activities (as music, dance, sports, philosophy, visual arts, etc.), 
chosen by parents and children (and some of the are paid).” Not only 10% (Informant No 5, 
surdopedagogue) create “individual program, according to time period and region, because 
rehabilitation camps in organised in various settlements and the groups are composed of children 
from whole country”, which partly explains most of her other replies on all other questions. 
Informant No 6: “Separately, in the program of activities oriented to children’s interests”. 
Depending on how interviewees had understood the question, some of the teachers make clear 
difference between subjects they teach in church and school (as in the next Question No 22), 
especially if in church they work predominantly with elder adults, which is not usually the case, they 
prefer considering church classes basic (while singing icon-painting, or more secular parish 
activities are secondary) and school lessons – additional (Informant No 7, and 8), because they are 
secondary or supporting main educational subjects or fields. “At most of the places I teach, it is in 
the curriculum, but as secondary subject, although in tourism studies it is quite important” (Informant 
No 9). Subjects as: homiletics, catechetics, methods of theology and church or school religious 
education are usually part of general university curriculum in theology, less than it is important in 
theological academies (Informants No 10, No 8, No 5 and No 2). Subjects as: religion and media, 
religion and education, or religion and social care are also basic for MA programs with such 
specialisation, but they can be additional to other program or shared between them as well (Informants 
No 10, No 8, No 5 and No 2). 

 
22. Asked if contents of course/subject matter they teach is being preliminary planned, 

predetermined, or prescribed (according to obligatory curriculum), or teachers define it themselves, 
and if so, to what extent they are free to modify and innovate it, respondents do not provide too clear 
and consistent answers, because usually informants do not make difference between teaching 
curriculum, lesson plan, and teaching program.  
Informant No 1 “It is me to decide what teaching contents to choose, in basics and details, and I am 
completely free how to organise my work and my lesson plans (for the planned activities), of course 
with the blessing of our clergy. Directorate of education is not blessed to intervene and limit to 
minimum our work, as it does at formal educational system.” 
Informant No 2: “Teachers define curriculum themselves, having that freedom and obligation.” 
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Informant No 3: “I had experienced pedagogical freedom, because I usually preferred experimental 
projects aimed at creative and innovative education. Local curriculum in religion is yet a disputable 
issue, for almost 30 years already. Although there are some functional acknowledged normative 
documents, according to Guiding Principles of Toledo, they temporarily reflect the demands of the 
practice and change of concepts through the years. Planning of lessons for the year is duty of 
teachers, and they are free to work together with primary teachers on adjustment of topics to general 
curricula and especially to varieties in local festive calendar, and particular interests of children. If 
religion is taught to same children for several years, their level and questions, attitudes and 
educational needs (of every group or even child), and other factors dictate actual application of 
curriculum into specific set of lesson plans. Freedom in additional subjects depends on the aim to 
keep the interest of children and to be maximally helpful and adjusted to the style of work of basic 
primary teacher. Situation at churches and any other place, where religious subjects are being taught, 
is analogical, either priest or parish council is one of the authorities, together with parents and very 
children, to evaluate and regulate education activities.  
Informant No 4 “By that moment, there is no officially defined kindergarten curriculum for teaching 
religion in kindergartens. There are several manuals we follow. Teachers define contents, according 
to local yearly festive calendar, depending on (temporal social) situation (Covid-19 lockdown 
including kindergartens, hospitalisation, quarantines, etc.).” In this case our colleague is not well-
informed, or has in mind the fact that in pedagogical terms preschool children are not actually taught 
religion, and they usually learn by playing, singing, drawing, etc. 
Informant No 5 “Contents is defined by teachers, still it is directly related to ‘Religion I – XII grades’ 
curriculum (program) by State Department of Education”.  
Informant No 6 “Contents is according to preliminary curriculum with distribution of topics into 
lessons (on yearly basis) for two classes weekly (usually it is one a week, at most of the places), after 
(or before) the time of the classes of obligatory regular subjects.” 
Informant No 7 “At school it (contents) is according to curriculum/program, in parishes I have 
freedom. Informant No 8: “At school, teaching (religion) is organised according to curriculum, at 
parishes I have freedom. Still at school, curriculum is applied in teaching plan according to feasts, 
seasons, mood of children, and current situation, and also in relation to school priorities, so that 
subject matter would be maximally integrate is school subculture.” Informant No 9: “Contents is my 
original work.” Informant No 10: “On basic disciplines I have curriculum to follow and enrich, and 
on additional subjects I am free to innovate, as far as there is no such course or it has to be 
actualised.”  

 
23. On the objectives of courses or subject matter, i. e. expected results potentially attained by 

religious education, large percentage of teachers are quite optimistic, idealistic, still diverse…  
Informant No 1 “Children to receive basic knowledge about God, Orthodoxy, and Church, and to 
acquire Christian virtues.” 
Informant No 2 “Enchurchment of students for liturgical participation and parish socialisation.”  
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Informant No 3 “Raising of general knowledge, traditional enculturation, religious competence, 
and social awareness of non-discrimination.”  
Informant No 4 “To awaken in children thought out interest to God’s Revelation, and recognition of 
basic Christian Symbols, motivation of children to apply and exercise Christian moral principles; 
children are expected to increase/strengthen their interest in Lord Jesus Christ and His (divine) 
teaching (Gospel) and Church.”  
Informant No 5 “Introduction to variety of perspectives on and approaches to religious historical 
events, as well as providing basic (confessional) instructions in the field of Orthodoxy. Children are 
also introduced to basic ideas in religious knowledge, by reviewing and discussion on some key 
notions/concepts, and by introduction to the history of specific place, town, village, area, they form 
their personal and collective grounds in authenticity of the Orthodox faith.”  
Informant No 6: “Objectives of religious education are: to introduce students to basic concepts 
about Orthodox faith, to acquire knowledge about Lord Jesus Christ, about Most Holly Theotokos, 
and about saints. Children learn about Christian virtues and how to apply them in everyday life and 
in their relations with the others, as well as to acquire and develop in themselves those virtues. To 
receive knowledge on Orthodox liturgical life, on sacraments of Church of Christ, about prayer, etc.”  
Informant No 7: “At school religious education is part of general culture/knowledge/orientation, 
and at parish it is specialised confessional instruction/socialisation/attitude”.  
Informant No 8: “General education/schooling, or catechetic enchurchment, sharing moral/ethical 
categories/orientations (good/evil, my/others’ interests) in Christian cultural context, aimed at 
immeasurable spiritual effects as behavioural ennoblement and personal awareness of Orthodox 
ethos”.  
Informant No 9: “General knowledge and special education in tourism.  
Informant No 10: “Our common aim is to educate, instruct, and train complete preachers, 
catechists, and teachers, ready to take their responsibilities throughout eparchies, parishes, 
monasteries, universities, schools, kindergartens, reading places and other church, educational or 
other public units and sectors, as well in their families and subcultural groups: particularly, people 
able to represent faith appropriately.” 
 

24. To describe particular worldview (philosophical or religious view) that shapes basics of the 
religious subject matter taught by them, teachers use the confessional language of virtues “Love and 
care to God and neighbour” (Informant No 1) or 10% simply and logically refuse to discuss (work 
with/on students’ belief/orientation), and just reply to this question “No” (Informant No 2). Other 
teachers do not differentiate between values and worldview, defining the latter as: “Traditionally-
confessional, because of local necessities, but if the discourse of educational communication would 
be informational, and pedagogically tailored to students’ age and teaching context, according to 
particular focus of children in the very moment of interrelation“ (Informant No 3). Informant No 4: 
“Christian worldview based on the Teaching of Lord Jesus Christ and the Gospel.” “Orthodox 
Christianity” (Informant No 5), or just “Orthodox Worldview” (Informant No 6), “clerical in 
parishes, and civic or traditional in schools” (Informant No 7), more precisely “Orthodox Christian 
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clericality (churchness or church culture/ethos), Christian charity (Bg.: kind-heartedness) and 
Religious Tolerance“ (Informant No 8), some of which are rather virtues or pious attitudes. Informant 
No 9: “Secular, intercultural, integrative, intellectual/reasonable/knowledgeable”. Informant No 10 
“More or less strictly Chuch-confessional in parishes (of course, depending on the level of 
parishioners), civic and traditional (to appropriate degree) in civic social organisations (where we 
also work and teach), and not in a sense of role-playing in both cases, but being at the same time 
authentic and empathic to the audience”. 

25. Teachers are asked to explain (how and why) the motivation and the manner of students’ 
participation in a course on specific subject matter, and more precisely if it is 
regular/obligatory/compulsory, or optional/additional. Only Informant No 8 – 10% notes that  in 
church school it cannot be obligatory, while in public school it can be optional yet regular – included 
in curriculum and schedule, but attended by part of the students (and then placed at the beginning or 
at the end of the classes), still teachers have to present the subject as an option. Informat No 1: “The 
course is optional: students attend it once a week on Sundays.” Informant No 2: “They participate 
willingly, and everyone has diferent personal motivation.” Informant No 3: “Optional”. Informant 
No 4: “Children are enrolled by the will of parents, and even sometimes – by their own will.” 
Moreover, innovative teachers asked if their subject is mandatory, usually explain that, although it is 
additional and optional, there is high percentage of interest, and it should be at least regular: “OK, it 
is not obligatory, but it enjoys huge interest and willingness” (Informant No 5). Other teachers 
explain that they tend to inform and attract children in church or school to course in religion 
(Informant No 8). Some simply say (not happily) that “subject Religion-Christianity-Orthodoxy is 
optional, and not obligatory” (Informant No 6) (in some cases meaning regular), which sometimes 
means that they wish it was compulsory, but there is nothing to do, or they personally cannot or would 
not do anything, or they just do not feel any obligation to attract parents or children and manipulate 
their free choice. “Although parents and students are free to opt (in diferent correlation according to 
the age), sometimes principals and other teachers or authorities (church or civic) regulate their 
choice, and also indoor activities as camps and pilgrimages support the will of children and youth to 
study religion” (Informant 7). Informant No 9:  “Regular, because it is taught neutrally, still if 
someone would opt out, there is no administrative problem (students have other subject with same 
credits)”. Informant No 10: “In BA program my subjects are regular, and in some MA programs 
they are also optional (credits); same in trainings and qualifications: it depends on 
curriculum/program.” 

 
26. About the (communication) channels teachers use to share/spread information about their 

course or subject matter, most of the interviewees rely on institutional support (Informants No 3, No 
4, No 6, No 7, No 9, No 10, 60% and probably also Informants No 1, No 2, and No 5, which is overall 
80 %–90%, Table No 5). Some of them do not at all sound willing to consider helping their institution 
develop religious education better (or prefer to stay quiet, to avoid too much competition or control, 
not to be prohibited from gaining more students by colleagues-educational or church authorities). 
Meaning “technology”, 10% of elder teachers reply: “I do not use (any)” (Informant No 6), and 10% 
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“That is not my duty/responsibility” (Informant No 7), partly because some of them do not actually 
get in touch with parents, and also because the presence of religion teacher is, either too controlled, 
or even quite ignored by authorities, sometimes including theologians and clergy, and compared to 
other pedagogical domains or practices. On the other hand, there is same relation to availability to 
data and statistics, including such questionnaires and interviews that are more likely to be conducted 
with theologians who use technology in their work, and do not need to much extra effort or any other 
resource as time, subsidies, etc. 10% did not quite understand that question is not about finding 
educational or religious information (Informant No 4). And no one of the teachers discusses 
unwillingness to be visible/invasive, which is not at all an option for religion teachers. Informant No 
1: “Direct communication.” Informant No 2: “Internet sites, personal contacts.” Informant No 3: 
“Hierarchical-institutional, because the specifics/nature/organisation of the subject/religious 
education requires more control”. Informant No 4: “YouTube Channel, Facebook Group: ‘Orthodox 
Faith Teaching’ and information from the kindergarten (workplace – information how many children 
would like to attend the course)”. Informant No 5: “All social networks and private correspondence. 
I use all available technological means and interactive education methods. For basic (teaching) 
communication I use sign and verbal languages” demonstrates professionalism, self-confidence, and 
openness, and distinguishes organisational from pedagogical communicational”. “Naturally, I use 
informal communication channels of personal, collegial, and church networks, usually at the very 
place, preferably by personal contact or though family, parish, friends, colleagues, acquaintances, 
etc. whom I know (as well as their children and I can rely on their home discipline, because teaching 
religion I could hardly restrict children behaviour traditionally), and of course we use also/further 
any media and technology as usual“ (Informant No 8). Some of the teachers simply describe 
measures they take to communicate their mission, and “what they have” on their disposal to 
implement it, still considering any advertisement-like strategy unusual, and once more valuing face-
to-face contacts during pandemics“. Informant No 9: “Administrative, because we have project 
subsidising for permanent hosting, admin/PR/and contact person to manage our online contents, and 
online or offline communication (internal and external) professionally, including visual 
communication and event management. Every private educational institution, especially tourist ones, 
has the responsibility of branding of its educational products, and hence informing society about 
actual variety of options of enrichment of students’ knowledge, culture, and professional capacities, 
including religious classes.” 
Informant No 10: “Institutional for the university programs, and non-formal in civic social 
organisation, because that is the existing protocol”.  

 
27. Asked: 1. to note methods and didactic principles used by teachers or their institution in 

representation of specific topics, and 2. to give examples of combining of teaching theme-manner, 
some of the respondents described their favourite lessons, other just described contents or lesson plan, 
and some answer only half of the question. Informant No 1 “Example: Lesson on Moses and 10 
God’s Commandments: Short biblical story, available/adapted (by author or teacher) to the exact 
age of particular children. Looking at illustration to tell what commandment had been broken, 
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followed by dialogue to see what children think of lie, and improvised construction of booklet with 
Ten Commandments.” Informant No 2 “My basic method is personally oriented, centred on the 
necessities of children, and their participation in the development of teaching contents/curriculum.” 
Informant No 3: “Unplanned free/spontaneous pedagogical interaction, without any evaluational 
or diagnostic procedures (at least not explicit or perceptible for children), because in the field of 
religion there are no such available instrumentation. Non-directed interactivity, play approaches, 
practicing knowledge in creative activities and environment, heuristic conversations, when children 
themselves directly and parallelly retell and interpret the story along exposition as a kind of 
translators, helping the group to understand better, what actually adults/teacher/author meant.  
Example No 1. My favourite way to teach comparative erotology is to create heroes/stars of a fairy 
tale/project at the age of students and let them travel by imaginations across many countries at the 
time of their celebration of main seasonal church feasts with their bright and diverse folk traditions 
around the world. With the help of audio-visual materials, even directly in the Internet or social 
media, I try to focus on visible element that impress children and help the remember as: food, 
decoration, plays and games, dance, natural elements as flora and fauna, weather and landscape, 
participation of their subculture, implying that their celebration (as they are organised by school, 
church or family) is part of rich global process shaped by variety of identities and expressions of 
similar ideas and values. E. i. on Nativity the hero travels to have as many presents as possible and 
meet many people, when they are celebrating, on Easter travel is to collect and decorate as many 
eggs as possible, and only meanwhile students become interested to start understanding better the 
main idea of every feast.  
Example No 2. When teaching students at high and higher level how to design and organise 
educational projects by value approach, by heritage methods, or in relation with religious values 
systems, I refer to comparison of value scales, systems, studies, and surveys to let youth understand 
better religious valorisation and axiology, and be able to apply it in their future professional 
spheres, according to complex statistical and sociological profiles of local population, and achieve 
public approval, and sustainability.” 
Example No 3. To let church children learn more precisely fasting traditions, and tolerance, I usually 
bring two bags with food product, and explain what I am going to cook and serve and why. If there 
is more time, we can distribute products, and play cooking or serving, or use photographs or models 
of products from supermarket brochures to make a collage, and just play more, until I am sure they 
are willing to be tolerant to both fasting and non-fasting people, and those with special nutrition 
needs. 
Informant No 4 “Teaching methods of: raising students’ interest, adoption of contents, 
consolidation of acquired knowledge and skills, shaping of orientations and beliefs into worldview; 
methods for the conclusive part of the lesson, practicing, and non-formal extra-class components”.  
Example: Topic: Entry of Jesus Christ in Jerusalem 

Lesson implementation: 1. Assuming (repetition) the knowledge about “Annunciation of Theotokos”. 
Children look thoroughly at icon of the feast again and tell the story, according to sacred image or 
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children bible/gospel illustration. 2. They are asked if Lord Jesus Christ had disciples (students) and 
how they were called (apostles). Besides disciples who followed Him, Lord Jesus Christ had beloved 
friends. 3. When the time had come for the biggest feast of Jews – Pascha (when they every year 
celebrated their Exile from Egypt) many people gathered in the town of Jerusalem on that day, having 
come for pilgrimage to the Temple of Jerusalem… 4. Children are introduced to icon of Entry of 
Jesus Christ in Jerusalem. Citizens came out to meet Him: women laid their garments/clothes on His 
way/road, children brake/collected/picked palm branches, and waving them singing: Hosanna/praise 
to the Son of King David. Blessed Who comes in the name of Lord!” 5. Why children greeted Lord 
Jesus Christ most strongly and joyfully, foreseeing in Him the Heavenly, and not just the earthly King 
whom adults had expected too pragmatically? Why Lord gives children for example to adults who 
had to purify their hearths, leave aside any sin, and become as innocent and sincere as small kids who 
actually met Christ first? 6. Why Lord became full of divine/holy/sacred anger to traders/change 
officers at the temple? How people should behave in church? 7. Bulgarian feast of 
flowers/bloom/blossom “Tsvetnitsa” is devoted to the solemn and key New Testament moment of 
glorious Entrance of Christ in Jerusalem. We also call Palm Sunday Vaya or “Vrabnitsa” (Slavonic: 
verb, Bg.: varba), because in churches people receive blessed willow branches, instead of palm ones, 
as palms do not grow in Bulgaria. There is also old local folk custom “kumichene”, from the times 
when grown up girls had special feast on the Saturday of saint Lazarus, they used to make willow 
wreaths, and throw them in a river from a bridge, looking whose wreath is flowing first. Nowadays 
children wear on their head such wreaths and people place wreaths at their doors, and keep those 
branches at home till next feast for blessing of the house. On Palm Sunday many people (usually 
women) with floral names celebrate their Christian nameday. 8. Audio perception of the Tropars of 
Saturday of Lazarus and Vaya Sunday. 9. – Children, does Lord Jesus Christ love/care of children? 
What had happened once upon a time… (once when/he said) ‘Leave children to come to Me!’ 10. 
Flower for Lord in a wreath of good deeds, thoughts, and actions learned from His teaching/example. 
Every child takes a paper-cut flower with inscription of a virtue: humbleness, chastity, poverty, 
patience, faith, love to God (fear of God), care for the others, and nature, respect to parents, pure-
hearthedness, graciousness, gratitude, charity, faithfulness, fairness, authenticity, not remembering 
the evil, quietness, peacebuilding, etc. Children find the place of their virtue on an inscribed bouquet, 
printed on A3 paper and stick it there. (The children application is placed somewhere in the room to 
remind children about the feast/lesson until Easter, when they are usually on spring vacation, and this 
lesson is taught a week before the very feast, which is on the Palm Sunday.” Informant No 5: 
“Methods of: heuristic conversation, discussion/dialogue, brain storming, roundtable, business 
play/game, as well as various thematic and practical work competitions and their discussions and 
debates, and solemn awarding ceremonies” (sign language religious pedagogue). Other teachers, 
without regard of the kind of school they teach in, go into further detail and recall most representative 
cases from their practice. Some of the teachers describe methods that were also used in the past almost 
in the same way: “Basically – conversation on given topic, visual materials, chants and their 
repetition and learning by heart (singing was not included in the lesson), and play or game. For 
example, on the topic of the Ten Holly Commandments, the way they would be taught is a 
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conversation with prehistory, explanation of every commandment with examples form everyday 
relations (close to students’ perceptions). Visualisation is an iconography (often meaning book 
illustration) of saint prophet Moses holding the stone tablets with the Ten Holly Commandments.  
Practicing consolidation part of the lesson implies debates, finishing with ball play among students, 
pronouncing upon passing the ball first, and upon taking it – finishing the saying of second parts of 
the verses of the Commandments in order to learn to combine them correctly by heart. Homework 
would be to fold paper in an improvised book, writing down one commandment on every one or two 
small pages and decorate or illustrate the text accordingly (Informant No 6), confessional teacher, 
but her method and contents can be also considered interconfessional manner or case of teaching 
religion, and main difference between denominations would be in visualisation. Informant No 7: 
“Travels of saint apostle Paul, taught by analysis of church and scholarly interpretations of biblical 
texts, through lecture representing (and visualising) result of historical and archaeological biblical 
studies, and also by heuristic dialogue.”  Informant No 8: “Methods: non-intrusive/non-disturbing, 
non-traumatising, jolly/light/entertaining (not comic). Example: on the Feast of feasts, we celebrate 
liturgically, but children pain eggs in parish on Holly Saturday, and celebrate accordingly, by 
traditional visits to other church schools and faculty to paint eggs together on charitable occasions.” 
Informant No 9 “I prefer using non-traditional, dynamically renewed approaches and methods, 
based on contemporary didactic principles, for example, ethnographic fieldwork on tourist 
accessibility of sacred sites, participation in feasts with diverse target groups, blue, white, green, and 
folk schools in natural environment, dialogical communication, as open, visible, inclusive and 
integrational initiatives as possible, ecological activities, humanitarian causes, we share, 
communicate,  and popularise our perspective on actual religious life in variety of media” Informant 
No 10 “Disciplinary and interdisciplinary, interactive, terrain, digital, lectures and seminars. 
Example; MA programs; Religion and: media, social work, art, etc.”  
 

28. Asked what additional qualification they need in order to teach their course better than 
previously, and to explain in details and note specific field in which they would like to acquire more 
knowledge, religion teachers add to our suggested fields in the interview, extend them form their 
perspective, and link them to their practice. 

Informant No 1: “–” Informant No 2: “Qualification for working (teaching) in online 
environment and for distance learning.” Informant No 3: “Recent topics in children’s literature, 
child psychology, comparative local cultural practices, Christian confessions, and world religions or 
new religious movements, art and communication skills, all in special age and needs perspective. 
Although I have some qualification in those fields, it is never recent and sufficient, and competencies 
usually regress.” Informant No 4: “Work with interactive devices as interactive whiteboard and 
LCD display, document camera, voting system, etc. Psychology – education at preschool age is basic 
component of teaching religion at kindergarten. Children in contemporary world are curious, 
sensitive, and social creatures. Children are diferent. Those principles in child development are 
reflection of age characteristics of changes of growing people in some periods of their life. Children 
develop/grow in accordance with their individual capacities, observed as in physical development, 
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so in psychical features at current level and temp of general development. Need of knowledge on 
society and its processes as a whole comes from the impact of living environment on children’s 
behaviour and on their attitude to subject matter “Religion”. Children are either interested, or they 
demonstrate inconsistent and arrogant behaviour regarding the subject.” Learning about social 
processes more in-depth, we could find, what actually provokes children’s unwillingness to be 
serious (develop serious attitude) to religious and other subjects”. Here our colleague probably 
needs psychological understanding and empathy to understand how youth needs to have some fun 
and stay joyful, even while studying religion, and being in church.  
Informant No 5 who is teaching and practicing close to the field of religious surdopedagogy and 
surdocatechetics: “I would like to have access to more religion teaching materials for children with 
special needs, and particularly with impaired hearing. Their special characteristics require more 
visuality, video materials with sign translation or subtitles, etc. Therefore I would like to acquire 
knowledge about organisations supporting projects related to religious studies and children with 
hearing deficits.”  Informant No 6 elder generation, with 5-year experience, BA, teaching part time 
at primary school in big city, replied only: “Pedagogical”. Informant No 7, primary school and 
parish teacher of adults: “Any training is quite welcome, if only they are not too tiring or far from 
direct benefits for teaching-learning process, as it often is the case. Moreover we are (professionally 
and confessionally) obliged and experienced in managing (getting along with) religion teaching also 
without further qualification or any other support”. Informant No 8 who is also an associate expert 
and coordinator of parish activities in local eparchy things that: “Although it is often some rest, 
recreation, and other resources I actually need for my teaching, exchange and materials are always 
necessary, especially in regard of teachers’ competence in contemporary psycho-therapeutic 
educational methods, ice braking, energising, meditation (in our case prayer or other church rituals), 
motivation, creative, charity, work and team building, etc. Technology, methodology, means and 
media are not at tall everything in teaching (or rather – developing) church spirituality.” 
Informant No 9 who is teaching pilgrimage tourism is naturally interested and capable in any option 
of intercultural, interreligious, and interconfessional exchange – online, or in situ: “Media 
competence is important in my work; augmented and virtual realities are among challenges (also in 
regard of various necessary resources) I take, while creating and managing online contents for my 
teaching religion. Still not only (temporarily) attractive dimensions of audiovisual materials matter, 
but their communication, socialisation and popularisation potentials, their universal and particular 
glocal transversality, individual, group and common propriety and accessibility (cultural and 
tourist), dynamic actualisation of approaches and contents, with regard of intercultural 
communication rules, and effects, or benefits, as comparative religious and folklore perspectives, 
including better theological language competency that helps to use and exchange the online more 
advanced shared experience of other churches and religions, and share the perspective of my students 
and vocation; and last, but not least – strategies of non-discrimination, assertive communication, 
conflict resolution, temperament balancing along teamwork, and stress or social tensions reduction”. 
Informant No 10 who is teaching homiletics and catechetics: “I would like to develop my fields of 
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interest, projects, research and publication, but I am always open to enrichment form international, 
interdisciplinary, interdenominational, and intercultural perspectives.” 

29. Evaluation of education and qualification courses attended (completed) by teachers, and 
recalled as important (which on teachers’ language means inspiring or practical) for religious 
subject that they teach vary and demonstrate their interests, but not all of them represent contents of 
those activities in the interview, even in short, and explain as they are asked, why did they actually 
liked one or more of them: Informant No 1 “Religious pedagogy (practical approaches, Bg.: 
methodics) and didactics of religious education. Actual problems (Bg.: problematic issues) of 
religious teaching-learning process; religious pedagogy (methodics) for church schools.” Younger 
generation colleague, as parish teacher, probably considers didactic of religious education similar or 
church and school. Informant No 2, university assistant professor in religious pedagogy 
(methodics) and parish centre and foundation catechist, replied just “”, probably because, in 
regard of her expertise of prominent Bulgarian religious pedagogue, she needs more pages for her 
reply. Informant No 3, freelance teacher with long and diverse experience: “New topics in 
children’s and youth’s literature and journalistics – a high challenge for artistic and  pedagogical 
interpretation to most denominations and their subcultural art practices (preaching, scenic and 
visual expression and presentation) that actually realise liturgical and spiritual-caring mission and 
service adequately to contemporaneity. Basic dimensions are: bioethics, technological culture, HR 
defensive mechanisms, child protection and youth human rights, health and information culture, 
assertive behaviour, debate skills, civil society, value characteristics and identities, cultural heritage 
and routes, language culture, etc., etc. Child psychology and teaching methods of every single subject 
that guarantee adequacy of knowledge offered to relevant age group. Content is not focused on 
theories and practices in clinical psychology, but on pedagogical psychology and characteristics of 
children and youth and their subcultures. Comparative local churches, confessions, and religious 
reveal cultural richness around the world and help development of non-discrimination culture and 
awareness of live cultural heritage. Program stars from local folk and administrative areas and church 
structures, and continues to neighbour, distant, continental, and global.” 

“Presentations with Prezi software: learning and practicing the program, making more dynamic and 
attractive presentations with more effective/amazing way of ‘scrolling’ through their contents 
specifically by magnifying and minimising their radial elements, placed on virtual surface, where the 
history moves, animated differently form PowerPoint or Libre Office, where illusion of jumping or 
transition from slide to slide creates diferent user experience (more like entering rooms, or opening 
folders, instead of accessing whole screen, and possibly depending on how far teachers are trained to 
uses the navigation options, and full capacity of the software in general). This software has huge 
creative opportunities for lesson visualisation and attracting children’s interest, and also it can be 
effectively used in online environment” (Informant No 4). “Christian pedagogy, psychology, 
homiletics, and sign language as a way to represent Divine Revelation to children with hearing 
problems, and ennoble their souls. What I would need are board games with religious contents.” 
Informant No 5. “I did not qualify further, besides presence at a presentation on the method of 
bibliodrama, which is (unfortunately) not suitable for my classes/lessons” (Informant No 6). “Yes, at 
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other pedagogical positions I had occupied full time, and taught religion additionally. Pedagogical, 
because they offer abundance of methods and widen didactic basis. Psychological, because help 
combatting aggression and development of emotional and social competence. Church, because they 
enrich my theological knowledge (with opportunity of recalling, what I had studied and adding new 
information and perspectives). Digital, because they help me teach more interestingly, to find new 
literature, and exchange experience more actively. Youth work, because it helps me organise informal 
education. Lives of saints, because I could teach feasts better, and in detail. World history, because it 
gives me the context to biblical and church stories” (Informant No 7). Other colleagues (Informants No 
7 and No 8) liked the above mentioned Bibliodrama course as one of other nice opportunities of 
improving their knowledge/skills: “Bibliodrama, pilgrimage, social care, distance learning for pre-
schoolers and pupils, hygiene (because it was a challenge to religious sector during pandemics), and 
anything new that came out of pandemic challenge. I also enjoyed training in research project and 
academic writing, and management, Montessori methods, rhetoric and presentation skills and 
techniques, and I am so happy to learn how clergy work with target groups of diferent ages with their 
specific characteristics, and what methods priests use in pastoral care and psychology”, meaning that 
she is already learning in these directions. Informant No 8.  Informant No 9 likes all her trainings in 
folk heritage, especially church customs, and liturgical arts or pilgrimage, which she does not take too 
theologically, and she also likes her training in psychology of digital and media communication and 
technology, including human/machine interaction in education. Informant No 10 who is actually 
designing teaching courses, likes his training in Soft skills, academic writing, media and new topics in 
youth work, likes the idea of never ending further education, and to learn about new trends in 
contemporary psychology, church education and social care, and about any digital means that can be 
helpful in his teaching and research.  

 
30. On the degree of importance for teachers to gain additional knowledge in several fields in order 
to teach better their subject or course, as 1 (not important at all), 2 (not so important), 3 (hard to say), 
4 (important), and 5 (very important) in Table No 6, 0% had chosen any of the topic as not important 
at all (1), and only 10% (Informant No 1) had pointed Psychology as not so important (2). Although 
there is 30% rate of not responding (only Informant No 6, for Theology, Methods, and Sociology), 
and 60% – not adding a topic (Informant No 1, No 2, No 6, No 7, No 8, and No 10), 40% added 
substantial fields of interest as: “human rights’ defence”(Informant No 3), “work with contemporary 
interactive devices” (Informant No 4), “Specifics methods for children and adults with impairments” 
(Informant No 5) “Exchange with foreign colleagues – in situ and online” (Informant No 9). In most 
of the cases such deficits are also related to current social situation, keeping the permanent social 
status of religion teachers instable, and therefore unavailability to necessary resources for appropriate 
teaching, and finally, last, but not least, problems of personal skills, related to teachers’ profiles, or 
just lack of awareness that contemporary software and devices are designed to be studied personally, 
by he build in tutorials, online from internet, with the support of online manuals, many videos 
demonstrations, network advices form other customers and customer support services, and other kind 
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of qualification is quite an inappropriate loss of time in our dynamic everyday life, with the exception 
of cases of people with special needs that, of course deserve special adequate care.  

 
Table No 6 

 
No Subject Matter  0 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Theology 10%     90% 

2 Pedagogics (Education)     10% 90% 

3 Teaching Methods (Methodology)  10%    20% 70% 

4 Psychology   10%  40% 50% 

5 Teamwork/Groupwork     30% 70% 

6 Sociology 10%  20% 20%  50% 

- Score 30%  30% 20% 100% 420% 

7 Something else (Please, explain!)  40% had topics to add 

 
Table No 7 
 
No R No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

30  
1 Theology 5 - 5 
2 Pedagogy 5 4 5 
3 Methods 5 - 5 4 

 
5 

4 Psychology 2 5 4 
 

5 4 
5 Teamwork 4 4 5 
6 Sociology 3 - 5 3 4 5 
7 Other - - HRts InDevice SpNds - IntExch - 

 
31. On the degree of importance to teach actual issues of social life: 1 (not important at all), 2 

(not so important), 3 (hard to say), 4 (important), and 5 (very important) respondents also gave various 
replies in percentage and points (Tables No 8, and No 9) that partly reflect local public interest, and 
partly tend to modify it by shifting the attention to fields of interest that coincide better with main 
ideas of traditional Christian spirituality and ethos. 
 
Table No 8. Percentage of expressed interest of teachers to discuss with students key social 
issues, along religious education: 70% interest coming from current situation. 
 

No Topics  0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 International or Interracial Relations (Ties, Bonds)  10% 10% 10% 10% 40% 20% 
2 Refugee and Migrants’ Issues   20% 30% 20% 30% 
3 Sexual Minorities’ Issues   10% 20% 20% 20% 10% 20% 
4 The Beginning and the End of Human Life Issues     40% 60% 
5 Overcoming of Soc. Crises (i.e. disasters, pandemies, conflicts,  nat. disasters)     30% 70% 
6 “Climate justice” Issues.    20% 50% 30% 
7 Human Rights’ Issues   10% 10% 20% 60% 
8 Inter-Christian (Interconfessional) and Interreligious Dialogue  10%  10% 20% 10% 50% 
- Score 30% 30% 70% 110% 220% 340% 
9 Something Else (Please, note).       * 
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Table No 9. Answers of interviewees to question by issues of prospective interest. 

No Theme/RNo  1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
31 Score points  29 25 32 32 40 22 31 26 31 40 

1 EthnRaceR 32 4 1 4 5 - 2 3 4 5 
 2 RefMigrant 36 3 5 4 3 4 2 3 

3 SexMinor 26 4 1 3 - 1 2 
4 LifeCycle 46 4 5 4 5 4 4 
5 SocCrises 47 5  
6 Climate 41 4 3 

 
4 5 4 5 3 

7 HRights 43 2 5 4 4 5 
8 RDialogue 37 3 2 4 3 5 - 5 
9 Other?  - - ScrSites EthNatId DsbBioe - - Chch SCare GlocHerit All/Theol 

 
20 % (Informants 5 and No 10) considered all topics very important. On Question No 31, Point 
9, 40% of interviewees (Informants No 1, 2, 6 and 7) did not add other topics, and 60% of 
teachers had new dimensions of religious education: 
 Informant No 3: “Renovation (accessibility) and management (public image) of parish centres, 
animation and preservation of religious sites, organisation of activities and communities” 
 Informant No 4: “Ethnic issues related to national identity/self-awareness” – main point of risk 
of stereotypes, and cultural clashes, along teaching religion (without geopolitics), and field o 
necessity of comparative knowledge. 
 “Rights of disabled and bioethics” Informant No 5  
 “Church social care around the world (what we do not have)”  Informant No 8 
 “Comparative/transversal local history and culture” Informant No 9 – teaching religious heritage 
and cultural tourism  
 “Teaching homiletics concerns all issues of contemporary life, as well as catechetics, in 
somehow more individualised manner. The orientation of teaching towards theological 
interpretation of recent social problems (with empathy and understanding) is the only way to 
support church cadres to be able and willing to inspire contemporary culture and society” 
(Informant No 10 – University professor). 

 
32. Teachers evaluate their own knowledge on above mentioned topics (from 60% defining their 
knowledge as they were ask to reflect on themselves, and mention it first, 30% evaluate it as sufficient, 
recent and sufficient, but they develop, and high level, 20% define it as insufficient – too local or 
general, and one teacher: Informant No 6, at the age of 62 and with 5 year experience, says she finds 
literature herself). At second, to define their need (if any) of training and materials to improve their 
knowledge (they understand work), and specify what exactly they would need: Informant1: Yes, 
methods and approaches of teaching adults (maybe also elderly, and field of andragogy and 
gerontology). Informant No 2: “-”Informant, No 3: “Financing, and communication with experts, 
because in most subfields of RE there are (some) teaching materials”.  
o “I evaluate my knowledge on above mentioned topics as sufficient (satisfactory)” (Informant No 

4), and here the emoticon is from the team analysing the data in this report . 
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o More important than manuals, 10% of informants consider the need of their periodical/regular 
meeting for exchange of information on resolving of emerging cases” (Informant No 5) 

o  “I need, and I find additional teaching materials myself in order to improve my knowledge”. 
(Informant No 6) 

Only some of more experienced teachers consider their training insufficient: “My background on 
those topics is at the level of general knowledge, and I would always like to learn more on them, to 
have manuals to actualise my contextual teaching religion and improve my communication with 
students on those topics.” (Informant No 7, age of 60, and more than 20-years teaching practice with 
children and adults at church, school, and kindergarten in the past). “My background on these topics 
is recent and sufficient (37/11, teaching at Church, Primary, High and Higher schools, Qualification 
Org, CSOrg), but they develop, and the interest of youth to them is sustainable, therefore I would like 
to have access to most recent materials, instructions, documents, discussions, as well as to online, 
media and video contents from  diferent national contexts around the world, and by some kind of 
network” Informant No 8, meaning also ”I have my own confessional opinion, according to church 
position and insights, so that I do not mind that others have their  opinions, affiliations, and 
competencies, according to their contexts and target groups.” 

 “My background concerning those contemporary issues is locally focused, although they are of 
global origin, and importance. I am also more concentrated on practical tourist and heritage 
perspective, than on high theological objectives that could be followed completely in sacred 
environment of church community. Hence I need more examples from neighbours and generally from 
abroad (like complete Greek set of interactive electronic Religion textbook system that is completely 
available online, or line numerous teaching materials in Russian and English that are linguistically 
more accessible for us), because I believe that cultural specific elements are richness, rather than 
patriotic problem, especially when there are no local analogue phenomena (at least they are not well 
popularised). And in my work I constantly try to find religious information from suitable 
contemporary sources, including online: applications, media, games, live videos, and everything 
close to my students. So I think that a kind of professional global exchange network would be quite 
a good decision” (Informant No 9, teaching religious tourism). Informant No 10: “My 
background on these topics is on high level, because I am very interested to work in most recent 
manner. That is why I am always ready for additional qualification and project work on all that would 
be interested to my students and colleagues. Moreover, on those topics in our society and religious 
communities we can observe serious deficits that create tension and chaos against the integration of 
Orthodoxy and citizenship (civic culture) that are more and more global in our times, besides 
temporary pandemic limitations and reconsiderations of 2020 – 2021 years.” 
 

33. Asked if they find existing educational editions/aids/means (teaching manuals and 
materials) sufficient for religious teachers (for education and instruction processes), what is their main 
problem/deficiency, and what more would they need, some (10%) of our respondents were inclined 
to explain the problem in an essay-length texts, others replied in short. Teachers are not as eager to 
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just point out basic deficits of omit critique on widely available (or those provided by the institution) 
teaching materials (Informant No 6).  
Informant No 1 “Yes” 
Informant No 2 “There are no teaching materials for work with adults” (meaning recent). 
Informant No 3 “In most of the cases they (manuals, teaching materials) do not respond adequately 
to the needs of real organisational and teaching-learning processes in the field of religious education. 
Even more complete sets had not actually been designed for (may be out of direct experience and 
understanding the social situation better) really existing mass and sustainable classes or other more 
considerable forms of religious instruction. Neither had teaches have been usually hired full time at 
schools (in situation of about 70% parents’ and children’s will of enrolment) or at already functioning 
parish or monastery educational units or tourist centres, so that there would be grounds for state, 
public or private subsidising. Still, especially recent edition and subsidising of Bulgarian Synodal 
textbook set is a key condition to legitimate the subject everywhere.  

Religion classes are also a good tool to demonstrate respect to human rights, but not always in 
balanced manner. Manuals in religion are not usually a result of considerable collective pedagogical 
or theological experience, but they are most often suitable for home reading and instruction, 
generally above the age and back in time they had been created for. Moreover the quality of local 
teaching materials in religion is hardly comparable to analogical educational literature abroad. Still 
teachers need at first equity in their labour rights, and right defence against damages to the prestige 
of their profession (especially by their own colleagues, and precisely along any further qualification, 
supposing that theological units do not train them well), and instead they deserve real competition 
and full time hiring. Only after educational and informational access of parents and children to those 
classes, and regular status of optional subject, would innovative practices and teaching materials 
could reach their goals accordingly. There is also need of original contemporary Bulgarian religious 
literature and media for children and youth (at good artistic and theological level) with message, 
style, and design, which are not archaic, ideological, fundamentalist, and which are pedagogically 
professional (including ergonomic, ecological, etc.), some of which not regulated by theologians, but 
by specialist in comparative religious studies and HRlaw, independent form membership and service 
in religious community.”  
Informant No 4: “I think that teaching materials for learning religion at kindergarten are 
insufficient. I need more visual materials and educational means for children, because at that age 
they like more playing, drawing, colouring, and look at bright/colourful pictures.” 
Informant No 5: “There are no computer and board games with religious contents.”  
Informant No 6 “New textbook set by Synodal Press are good, still they are written in high style 
(as usually) than the students’ age. There is no teacher’s manual. There are some tasks after the 
lessons that are of unclear contents, or consist in incorrectly asked question, that could not be given 
right answer.” This colleague probably does not have an idea that first Bulgarian textbook set had 
been oriented for age ranges and mixed groups, while Synodal set is in age specific volumes. She 
probably works with another textbook set, whose authors has also considerable Protestant experience 
(as we suppose also the respondent), and therefore she is more motivated to work systematically and 
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theologically with children, as decade of practice had shown. And the informant probably implies 
that recent approbation of textbook sets from several authors’ teams who apply for state subsidies, 
by practicing teachers is necessary, and also afterwards that set that wins would need educational 
program to train teachers how to use textbooks.    
Informant No 7: “No, they usually do not correspond with level, age, and students’ group 
composition and interests, and even less – to church education, therefore I compile my own 
improvised readers, and working notebooks.”  
Informant No 8 “No, they are never sufficient in meeting teachers’ needs, so that they could meet 
students’ needs in their best, according to the local idea that ‘only the best is good enough to our 
children’. Teaching materials are not oriented to contemporaneity or the moment recent situation, 
most of them are just direct translations from abroad, and they are not accessible to disabled or to 
all ages. Even digitalised, as interface/user experience, they are far from becoming mobile 
applications or interactive in more traditional way,  while at the same time teachers always seek only 
the best materials for their students, in order to be able to attract children to traditional spirituality 
and festivity, and shape their national identity.” Informant No 9 “They are still too standard and 
they do not provide enough comparative data and perspectives, there is no reflection on live practices, 
and age/needs-specific materials.” Informant No 10: “No, any manuals or other teaching materials 
(in Bg: main and secondary supportive means) cannot be sufficient for religious education, even when 
teachers work from all their heart and capacity. Although in Bulgaria Orthodox or Christian 
educational or artistic literature for children, youth, or mature believers used to be so rare in the last 
three decades, situation is gradually changing to the better. Recently, there is a state manual 
competition for editorial subsidies, and fortunately optional subjects were also included, without 
regard of actual number of students and teachers all over the country. Besides several other attempts 
at religious-education sets (more or less complete and suitable for teaching) that had been created 
through last three decades, there appeared abundant newly created literature to be tested in real and 
mass teaching process, which hardly existed in Bulgaria by that moment. Nevertheless, especially the 
long awaited synodal textbooks, although again quite theological, but not as much as most of previous 
attempts at ideal Bulgarian Orthodox confessional textbooks, generally improved the image of the 
subject substantially. Teaching means are already not necessarily books, even if they would be 
placed online, but a process of improvement of educational communication, in our case – according 
to both arts: of learning and theosis. Even digital and online contents, fine and well managed (which 
is our objective) is not enough anymore to reach effectively contemporary people at any age on 
learning purpose, not just because they have any device or link to global networks, but because 
communication changes too rapidly.  

Unable to organise religious schooling, by the time of pandemic, local theologians and 
educators did not even try to invent a system to reach people by religious education independent of 
resource issues that supposedly prevented it from flourishing in Bulgaria. Unfortunately, religious-
pedagogical circles in Bulgaria, clerical or neutral-educational, still do not find social-cultural 
resource, motivation, or any other impulse for change, and still do not feel ready, willing or prepared, 
even in the extreme situation of lockdowns that could completely end church educational and 
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creative courses, just at the point, when they seem to show signs of stability. When at the same time 
opportunities and challenges for interdisciplinary and interreligious teams changed, and their target 
group online became innumerable and more independent in many respects, there appeared only few 
initiative reaching people accordingly and properly, and not real grounds to create religious-
pedagogical program, designed for and directed to all variety of learners, better than existing 
educational units and media, as for example, in social media, especially when it is necessary to 
people, and they search for interactive information and communication online, where preaching and 
pastoral care is not yet too popular and regulated in Bulgaria” (Informant 10). 
 

34. “What innovative, recent, and practical teaching methods you had observed/encountered 
or practiced in person or in team? How they help/facilitate teaching-learning process? Please, 
describe in little more detail and give appropriate examples!” Although such questions are usually 
favourite to practicing teachers with long experience and high degree of pedagogical involvement 
and educational empathy, we received interesting and detailed answers not only from kindergarten 
and primary teachers… Some of church, high school and higher school teachers really went into 
substantial detail and gave us longer texts, quite interesting for analysis: 
Informant No 1: “’I learn while playing’ Age-appropriate and religious matter-relevant 
films/movies, role plays”  
Informant No 2 who actually teaches, popularises, and studies methods of religious education, did 
not provide any answer to that question, probably because in her case, it would take a size of a text 
of a monograph or manual to systematically describe, what she actually know, still she had mentioned 
above about personally oriented approach, non-intrusive, and not naïve or comic methods of 
discussing religion with children in sincere, fair, and open manner, as with teachers’ own children or 
grandchildren, or adult friends, at their diferent ages, states, levels, etc. 
Informant No 3: “Phlanelograph, teaching by video and animation, by dramatization, happening, 
live painting and illustrating the narratives, by music and literature, by practical archaeology or 
erotology, by ethnology, folklore, and local history, by multimedia and interactive whiteboard, by 
creative writing and illustration, by competition and awards, by travel, meetings, and participation 
in gatherings or festivals, camps, and travelling classroom and schools, by perception, strengthening 
and consolidation of religious information and messages and church socialisation by activities from 
secular pedagogical spheres, and only changing their location, sometimes also topics, scope, 
devotion, etc. Mostly as projects of Orthodox or church foundations, NGOs or Local youth centres 
for support of personal development or reading places, or simply the church structures: metropoly, 
spiritual district, parish, monastery or convent. More alternative methods address better the 
imagination and the interest of children parents, and society, than more routine practices. But 
sometimes (usually local considered specialists or theologians with many specialties) manage to keep 
children’s interest through the years, to attain sustainability, and practice same events in same 
manner in their yearly repetition as tradition that cannot be exhausted, but events are attended and 
expected, becoming welcomed part of local or national church calendar, not being touristic, or too 
picturesque”. 
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Informant No 4: “Visual method – complex use of music, speech, and image by audio and 
audiovisual means. Use of combination of static image, sound, and music on the topic of 
Resurrection of Christ” – sober image on the background of musical fragment from „The Final 
Right of Death“(band: „Nights Amore“) with added fearful sounds depicting earthquake. Children 
are let to maximally approach the topic by emotional impact of image, music, and sounds.” Although 
this approach to Easter is favourite to many religion or regular kindergarten and primary teachers 
and, for example, they are keen to let children watch Passion of Christ (Mel Gibson), as well as in 
protestants Sunday schools or organised mass events in cinemas that took part decades ago, we 
consider that practice quite traumatic, and suppose that the problem is teachers attitude to 
church/confession as too traumatic too, where therapeutic and heeling elements are also taken 
improperly for child development. 
Informant No 5: “Learning as research, Situative learning, Student as teacher, Work based 
learning, Problematic learning, Cooperative learning, Play based learning.”   
Informant No 6: “I do not have opportunity (ability) to use innovative methods” (probably meaning 
resources, devices, or technology, or time). 
Informant No 7 “Prayer methods are one of basic subject specific ones and also interactive. 
Children are more relaxed and focused. Sometimes we visit church with schoolchildren, most often 
on the occasion of great feasts; we have monastery camp in summer vacation, when children spent 
some time at church services every day and have conversation with priests who participate in our 
lessons, and tell children interesting stories. With parish children and adults we attend church 
together, priests also visit our lessons, and we go together on pilgrimage trips is summer. Now both 
public and church schools went partly online, and some of festal activities were also online together 
with classes and parishes we usually visit and work together on creative work and celebrations ant 
their preparation. Still that mode has not yet become already traditional practice, or favourite 
method, because it is not as natural and spontaneous as direct communication. Liturgical life and 
pilgrimages are about to recover, although with the necessary discipline on hygienic precautions.”  
Informant No 8 “Methods of non-formal/informal/aformal education, church specific methods and 
materials are scarce, although there appear already, not too theological/scholastic, available to 
popular readers and beginners, original work, illustrated, stylish, Orthodox, national, not archaic or 
banal, not comic, still artistic, colourful, as Montessory, impro theatre, adapted practical theological 
learning by making/doing smth” 
 “I would be happy to join any further qualification on digital and online learning, including artificial 
intellect and new technologies, not only because of the sportive dimension of such challenge or for 
my personal development. Recent learning sometimes needs something more than audio visualisation 
or endless information flow, contents management orientations, short, original, expressive, live and 
dynamic action message delivery to publics, which is glocally diverse, demanding and sometimes 
quite indifferent, sometimes – too involved. People learning religion should not be too addressed, 
segregated in age or gender, or race, region, etc., so their teaching materials, though specific, like 
in Waldorf, suggestopaedia, musical therapy, creative, sportive, dancing, representative, competitive, 
awards, etc.”(Informant No 9).  
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“Excellent knowledge and both research and reflection perspective of studying in detail, direct 
application in my work with colleagues, and expertise on the whole didactic and methodological 
experience available glocally had always been my life mission. My challenge is to teach theologians 
in high level about the way to transfer theology to basic knowledge, according to the learners and 
social-cultural environment. It is quite a challenge to teach priests and catechists how to  evangelise 
this world, transforming it by divine grace, or how to just inform and educate inspired and church-
friendly people, remaining at the same time pious and adequate to real situation, as any creative 
process as education should be performed. And although it is not my immediate task to bring God’s 
message to people, or to attract them to Church, I am highly obliged to dynamically actualise methods 
that will directly and immediately (contemporary youth does not like repetition or training, while 
experienced people do not have time to qualify). Therefore I am committed to “being there”, quite 
able to help/control colleagues to develop proper educational technology to reach human heart. . . 
or in other words – to be also there to support society at their professional vocational duties. 
(Informant No 10). 

For example, recent students’ teaching practice is organised, as in church schools and 
seminaries, so in state/public or private schools and kindergartens, which was not the case in the 
mid-90s, and early 2000s, although then job opportunities started even better than they are 
developing now. Nevertheless, access, adoption, use, and invention of new educational theory, 
objectives, methods, approaches, media, teaching materials, technologies, and other means or values, 
as necessary preconditions, shaped the public image of religious education and culture in general. 
Several decades already, besides other practical or spiritual resources and motivation, that is the 
complex key condition of the success of teachers locally and in university environment. In higher 
religious education enrichment came along MA programs and specialisations for colleagues from 
other fields, and inclusion of professors from other than theological background and career in our 
faculty, as well as people occasionally coming from other denominations, disciplines, professional 
backgrounds, generations and ethnos” (Informant No 10). 
 

35. On the questions: if teachers actually use innovative digital decisions in teaching, that are 
worthy of suggesting to share them with colleagues as well, and if (they do not yet use), would they 
like to learn what such innovative and digital methods other educators use, no one would confess (at 
least not explicitly), that they do not use any, or digital means have nothing to do with teaching 
religion (or teachers would disregard information available through technologies, because it is 
students’ obligation to access it), and all respondents for sure would like to learn more than they 
know, and apply, because the world is developing dynamically.  
Informant No 1: “I use (some) digital decisions of (some) teaching situations.” 
Informant No 2: “Yes” Informant No 3: “Of course, I am sure that if colleagues had wished, they 
have equal access to good innovative practice, including technology and media, same as I use 
effectively in my teaching-learning process. Sometimes religion teachers are just bored by 
(unnecessary) qualifications, meeting rather the needs of trainers, or their organisations, instead of 
real educational target groups that actually need support. People teaching religion, are also 
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unhappy, when their experience is required voluntarily. Teachers have their formal and informal 
channels for sharing and exchange of experience. Sometimes they have valuable creative and 
pedagogical achievements and their own works ready for edition, but under evaluated, despite their 
positive pedagogical potential.” Most of the colleagues are critical also to teaching materials (not 
necessarily without certain or considerable value) that had been improperly “cannonised” as “the 
only orthodox”, and sometimes teachers are asked to just learn them by heart and reproduce them 
strictly, not actually giving voice to students and their interpretation or better adaptation from adults. 
Informant No 4: “I use multimedia, videos, presentations (made by MS PowerPoint, Prezi” 
Informant No 5: “Yes, and I would like to learn about digital teaching methods. Kahhot game is 
extremely appropriate for teaching religion to children with hearing disabilities, where visual 
communication is simply a must”. 
 Informant No 6: “Yes, (I use, and) I would like to learn about digital teaching methods!” 
Informant No 7 “Yes, I use, but I want to learn more about it” (Informant No 7)  
Informant No 8 “Yes, I usually use, but I want to learn more such methods, because they are my 
priority (as students’), and they are always being updated/upgraded, as we have to be  up to date 
about technological education developments, and obtain resources for their application in teaching 
religion.”  
Informant No 9 “Yes, I use all capacity of my devices and I would like to learn more software 
available through them for my teaching and students.” 
Informant No 10 “Yes, I use digital media, I am always ready to share knowhow, and I teach 
methods of media representation of religion. Still, technologies are not leading factor in my life and 
work (even in pandemic situation). But I would always like to learn and develop as university teacher 
and an expert, responsible of the competencies of my younger and elder colleagues – religion 
teachers, and church preachers.”  

36. Asked to describe if and how they regularly get feedback from students, most of the teachers 
demonstrate communicative awareness. Similar to previous question, elder generation teachers 
(Informants No 6 and No 7, without regard of their experience of 5 and 24 years, and the time when 
they started teaching) confess that they identify students’ level of involvement by feedback along 
lesson repetition or along knowledge consolidation and non-formal communications in the breaks, 
and form direct spontaneous reaction of children, youth, or adults. Younger  teachers (Informant No 
1 and  No 8, with 5 and 11 year experience) respond just “Verbally” or explain the process: “They 
write on the whiteboard, draw emoticons, smile on the pictures taken along the lesson, and seen 
afterwards in the reports from events, and they are free to react (positively or negatively) directly 
and spontaneously. Working with me (when I take spiritual care of them), they are relaxed, 
balanced, and free to move (run around or even visit virtual space, if necessary), and still they are 
present there, but by their will”.  Less elder – less young generation (Informant No 2, No 3, No 4, 
and No 9) had yet been taught to be more systematic: “I give out questionnaires – initial, on-going, 
and final (diagnostics)” – explains university RE assistant (Informant No 2), “Feedback from 
irregular teaching or communicating values with inconsistent children, youth or adult groups is 
usually their attendance and also their attitudes and presence (behaviour), including in church 
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communities”, “Not very regularly”, “Usually positive, they have to be at our classes, and we have 
system to make that time productive and interesting together and test how are those processes go on. 
Feedback is visible if they are interested, take part, or look often at their mobiles. I also care if they 
(colleagues, students or parents) invite me to teach, include me in their celebrations or trips, and 
reports, contact me informally (including in social media), ask for advice or feedback, and even if 
they (occasionally) take pictures and make selfies or videos with me or along the lessons, and how 
they share them in social media”. Less younger generation teachers (Informants No 5 and No 10) 
took the question more technically: “Personally and through social media”, “Immediately, by direct 
communication, attendance, performance and formally they fill out necessary feedback forms.”  
 

37. On the final question: if they would like to clarify or focus on something related to all said 
along the interview, only 10% of the teachers refused to answer further (Informant No 2), and 30% 
had nothing to add and replied “No” (Informant No 1, No 4 and No 6). Other respondents discussed 
already mentioned issues, or added more argumentation to their opinions. “I would emphasise again, 
that it is not sustainable organisational or social practice to supply teaching materials and 
qualifications for teachers that are traditionally and consistently not given for 30 years opportunity 
of regular job in their field of education, because there are no grounds for real educational process, 
supposing competitive occupation of theologians as confessional teachers in secular education 
system. Nether there are any conditions of equal access to all members of local society to religious 
classes that are formally provided by state, but not offered to parents and children, and even not in 
all churches/parishes. Without regard of the dynamics of democratic changes, we do not have 
provided by now any transparency in the access to information on local developments of religious 
education and real procedures of its organisation. Exactly because it is not prioritative, teaching 
and training in this field is so necessary, and although and comparative studies on other countries 
are available for decades, and even from a century ago” (Informant No 3, freelance teacher with 
long experience). Informant No 5 wishes again to draw project attention to the need of appropriate 
original board games with religious thematic. “It is very important that religion teacher would not 
be systematically under evaluated, because actually we do not enjoy our labour rights locally, but 
on the other hand, we have church blessing and meaningful vocation during social transition of 
our post-communist state – church and civil social educational mission, that we would implement 
better in effective strategy, if we could be more competent, diplomatic and ethical to people” 
(Informant No 7). 
 “The stereotype that religion teachers are generally not prepared reflects directly and negatively on 
the quality of university theological education, on accreditation of academic and church units, their  
image, subsidies, students attraction, performance, and involvement, and on the status of the 
profession and vocation as a whole). The fact of the absence of real regular job opportunity, equal 
to those of other teachers in humanitarian and all fields of education and  the lack of well organised 
school or church systems, and hence predominantly sustainable practices of religious educations is 
not representative, neither for education, nor for religious social sectors in Bulgaria. On such a 
negative and deficient background, any further and life-long education of confessional teachers is a 
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coincidence, while at the same time parishes and monasteries regain more socialised status, and even 
comparative religious studies there can be more at its place. Namely the certain dose of truth in the 
fact that religion teaching needs improvement, besides the whole problematic situation of their social 
positioning, makes any new qualification opportunities a must with a potential of becoming regular 
practice. Otherwise church and public authorities will always find reasons not to settle religious 
education or religion related social, creative or recreative activities. Hence teachers will have 
difficulty to find personal motivation to develop their competence, which is not only financial, bit 
mostly social-approval. For example, teachers who can manage their work by social or educational 
projects, more easily attract administrative, parents’, and students’ interests, even though same hard 
to overcome legal obstacles exist, as the need to teach more and more comparatively and 
independently in civic environment, and even in church, according to common statistic on actual 
needs.” (Informant No 8). 

“I would also voluntarily devote some time to respond to in depth interview, with more 
questions and opportunity of narration, or participate in discussion in focus group, projects, or 
seminars to share how I work, and what are our results with my students who like to participate in 
exchange, thematic travels, terrain work, publications, media reflections, and even software products 
or other new initiatives that develop, express and entertain them” (Informant No 9, teaching religion 
in professional tourist school and other civic institutions).  

“In Bulgaria, Theological Faculty of Sofia University is already for a century, the leading 
institution providing for and responsible of theological and religious education, and beholder of even 
older and acknowledged church and academic traditions, often implying intensive migration and 
exchange. Rare local comparative religious studies, interconfessional, interreligious, and ecumenical 
research and educational programs, are defined constitutionally by the necessary respect to religious 
and cultural rights of Eastern Orthodox Christian majority as traditional religion/confession. On 
local and patriotic purposes, as well as according to the characteristic features of the existing topical 
religious practices, religious knowledge and training of minority communities of other confession or 
religion, as well as on new religious movements as the ecumenical one, do not gain same school and 
university status. Independent forms of religious learning at any level were not sustainable through 
the years, although the interest in religion in general is proportionate to the interest to church 
Orthodoxy, and even in some respect (as education) many of other denominations are, in some 
respect, more proactive and confessionally, socially or academically more successful, because they 
need more legitimation and antidiscrimination efforts. Not to speak about other Orthodox churches, 
states with dominant or minority Orthodox population, or international and still too ethnic diaspora. 
Thanks for your interest and for the interview too!” (Informant No 10 – university theologian). 

 
CONCLUSION: The profile of the trainees and the teachers 

Although we are carrying out a case study with a very small sample, in our case – just 10 
representative, distinguished, and at the same time ordinary respondents, we received sufficient 
results for the aim of concentrating predominantly on more vertical analysis, as we had been 
instructed in the process of our work. Analysing the cases a little more in depth, and opening up the 
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interviewees’ background beforehand, as we were asked to do, we managed to keep in mind their 
individual perspectives, all the time, while analysing comparatively their longer replies, examples, 
explanations, and insights. Knowing well the personality and the background of almost all 
respondents, including their publications and practise, and the whole local environments, we worked 
close to the methods of social anthropology, where such condition of analysis is beneficial. Our small 
survey and interviewing process though, is a good model for further such studies on wider quantitative 
basis, where more questionnaires and interviews will achieve saturation of empirical material in order 
to identify patterns or types of religion teaching in Bulgaria. This two-year joint project of RE experts 
and practitioners from Romania, Bulgaria, Italy, Greece, Estonia, and Finland will develop based on 
the information systematised in this analysis and providing clearer picture of working and educational 
methods, used by teachers and other professionals in religion and theology, than actually one could 
observe directly, or know form existing research that is not sufficient yet. We explored teachers’ 
background, students’ target groups, working environment, cooperation of religious communities on 
identifying good practices and appropriate methods used in order to better further identify the 
existing needs of training in the field of religious/confessional diversity and raising of digital 
competence/culture by creation of innovative educational instruments for reduction of learning 
inequalities, reflecting on teachers and students.  
This country report is Bulgarian contribution to the effort of the IRENE Project of better identification 
of recent teaching and learning necessities and demands in the field of education on religious 
diversity and development of digital culture. By creation of innovative teaching instruments in these 
specific fields, IRENE Project works for reduction of learning inequality that reflects on educators 
and educated, along their everyday communication and quality of life of the whole society.   
Most of the respondents among religious teachers interviewed in Bulgaria sincerely believe that these 
field study results will become basis of the future creation of new generation teaching and training 
materials to be integrated in the programs of forthcoming ERASMUS+ Mobilities, planned in IRENE 
Project framework, and after the project. Shared ideas of teachers and researchers will also become 
an interesting source of inspiration for the representatives of various religious communities and 
organisations invited to take part in project mobilities, and exchange views, values and practices of 
confessional enculturation as the best way of rapidly achieving global religious welfare and social 
peace. 
 


